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Foreword

A:though the origins of this reportround complicated, the thre.: groups that participated
in it have interlocking interests and capabilities that make their involvement logical
he report began in 1972 when the Arcluwcture + Environmental Art, Program
of the National Endowment tor the Ans hosted a small .group of new-town developers
and arts planners and advocates to explore the place go art, new -town planning finder
an NEA grant, Susan Seligson, a freelance writer. prepared a draft report of the rn,:eting,
her document became the first working paper for this report.
About the same tune; Educational Facilities ,,abora tones was initiating a protect nn
planning for educatfhn and relayd social services m new town,. That project still continues, developing information of interest to new- town plaimers, educators, and decisnm
makers in related fields.
With these interests, it was natural for NEA` and HI to jointly fund a report in,
support of the arts in new towns. FEL,took on responsibility toy publication,. it teamed
up with th*t American ,Council for the Arts in Education and asked ACAk's director II,
of research, !tidy Murphy, to research and tvite the report.

Since new communities are still new, Mrs. Murphy's repttt dues nut present a
complete history or case studies of all new-town- arts programs and facilities. Instead,
it reports the expenences, problems, and aspirations of persons involved in the arts in
sonic new towns, Because neither new towns nor the arts exist in a vacuum. it also
relates experiences in other settingssmall towns, big cities, and the suhurhsof programs,
support, planning, and facilities that could be applicable to new towns. Of course, there
is an additional twist, because what is good for no,: towns might also he good for existing
communities and existing arts groups across the co
Therefore, it is the intention of all involved that the report will provide information
and guidance for an audience larger than persons strictly associated with new towns.
EDUCATIONAL. FACILITIES I ABORATORIES

Introduction

A century ;Igo, when prospectors found a inothcr lode that promised to make Men rich,
new town %%pill(' spriny, up Install IR'. 1 hose isolated towns were tI1l anitarv, OVe rc 1-61%. dud

anaiJnes, but they usually had at least one place for the periorm.ing artssaloons where
dancing girls entertained the customers Later, mane new towns built opera houses to
serve resident, with newly acquired wealth and tastes_ Meanyme, other carefully planned

communitiesranging from company towns to towns designed by social or religious
retormerswere built; they and their mans European models include the true progenitors
of today's "'floc towns
Iv the term new town- has taken on a prec ise, specialized meaning. such _new
towns do not spring up overnight. The planning Inv olveu is extensive and looks .'ears
aheadencompassing social, as well as physical, structures. Various ,L..rvice:, and amenities
are provided from buses to day-care centers to churches,. Aq 111,2v-town developers plan

and build in stages -a given nuinkr ot neighborhoods by a gi)en da :e, with maximum
protected structures, population. and industry figured for a date`]; or 20 Tears trom
the towns ipening
fills report attempts to find out what America's twenucth-century new towns are
currently doing 'about the arts What kind. of programs and facilities arc new towns
providing:. Arc new towns finding clect lye ways to nurture the arts' Are the,y developing
new and interesting relationships between the .arts and the schools' Between the arts
and the population nt large: Arc new towns learning from one another and from established

communities: Are they setting the pace for the rest of the country: What could they
he doing better: What Aould they he itping differently?
Before discussing therole of the arts., we hove to determinu what a new town. is
In the language of today's urban plannep, a new town" is far more than a town that
is new It is a totally planned, complete community. Land, use is a balance of residential,
commercial, social, and open space, the population shoul&rctlevt a region's ethnic and
income-level mix; provision is,madc for education, health care, and other social services...

6

It is supposed to be-a proving ground for new and better ways kit, doing old things, for
_mprovisation ..to foster decent urban living. It is a community keyed to the future and
not to the past.
Thus, a new town is far more than - particularly well-designed suburbin tact, its
geographic placement may not he suburban at all It may he a develornnent within an
existing town (a :'new town in-town-1; it may he away from other u rban areas ( t ree-stand

Mg"); it may he on the fringes of one or more urban areasa "satellite" or a -peripheral"
or a "growth center" town.
)
However, new towns all have one thing in common the much-talked-ot -mystique"
of new -town development. It is compounded of the crass and the visionary la word without
pejorative overtones among professional new-towners) and is generally accepted as. the

drive of altruism, egoism, eccentricity, what-you:willthat IcAls a developer into this
wild, new fide.
There is another, universal influence: inorey. New towns require vast- amounts of
front money (according to some informed eszunates,well over S50million.to i a good-sized
community'). Many private and corporate investors are interested in this social alternative
to urban sprawl; sonic' new towns arc sponsored by government or private nonprofit
organizations; iederal guarantees are available.* Hut millio'ns of dollars must he gathered
and used wisely before a new tow.n,ean hope to reach the break-even point,, before it

r-

c

can he considered more than a subsidized ...'ay of life,
How. ' are the arts faring amid such- staggering economic and social forces; To find

out, we looked at eight new towns that were chosen to provide a fair sample as to stage

of development, location, management, attention to the arts, and the like. Of these,
twoRiverton, N.Y. attA Gananda, N.Y.-,--expect their first residents M 197,i. Of the firmaunder, twoReston, Va. and _Columbia, .Md. predate 1.4itle VII, and oneJam aica.- in
New York Cityhas not yet ',1 pplicd for such aid. The three others, all with Title VII
hacking Jonathan and Cedar-Riv2rs:de, both in Minnesota, and Park Forest South, Ill.are
in early st'ges of.development with only a fraction of their projected population.
However, new towns have no monopoly on the new (to put it mildly), and new-town
..
developers and residents concerned with the well -being of the arts can profit 'from a
close look at ventures offering illustrations of processes that have yielded goad results.
This report therefore; includes a selection of provocative 'old-town examples.

Tale VII of the Housing and Urban Development At of 197g expandlik on the New 'Communities Program
zuthorized under the 1968 HUD Act.guarantecs the developer's obligat.ions up to Si() million for a single protect.
thi,,enables him to get- finatiting on favorable terrps. For private developer;, the guarantee covers up to 5(1 percent.
of he predevelopment value of land andr percent of the development cows
°
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The definitron'of the -arts" is surely wider than a chnrch'dgOi SinCC It aldnuts iservtlung
:from preschool tingeipainring through school Programs in esthetics or dance, through
housewkfely pot-throwing and one-man 'Lieber, cutting to money-making rock concerts
to the reaches of "high- art in ballet and sym.phonv. lieeausc`of the stress placed on
the design,
Iscaping, architect:ire, and public amenities. of new tovits, it is hardly
remarkable it some developers seem to consider they have tulfilled 'their confinement
to "the arts" by painstaking;attention to the shape and looks of the to,vr,, itself.
And what-distinctions should he drawn among "art" and "entertainment" and "recreation'" As one HUD official concerned with new communitiese has .said: ''it's hard for
ti'e federal government, planners, .or rcAidents to .dra.w theline between. recreation and
culture. What is 6r repair to one might he recreation tot,another."
A major difficulty in assessing mew towns' arts programs and spaces lies in this
extravagance of interpretations. It is all- very well to prcclant that an is a continuum
which should include all these interpretatidns and mort, and tivt one source of America's
esthetic anemia has been the arbitra:, -listiirctions commonly drawnThetween amateur
and proftSsional, between popular and classical, between the grass roots arts (t Appalachia.
or Harlem and the fine arts which academe and the Establishment have stamped "Ap-

o

-

proved." But the ,hstinctiorn; exist, like it or not, and account for some of the contusion
that surrounds the provision for the arts in new towns.
.
New-town entrepreneurN, May find apractical answer to the dilemmas ot what is art
and of ecou:Anics by .noting the extraordinary upsurge all over'the country, indeed
over the world, of,,what is generally called "community art." (for want ot a better name).
The term lia_vheen used for decades to denote simply "nonpriftessional" arch - ''little
glee clubs, high school orchestras, Stinday painters, and !o on But the
;theatre,"
past few years have seen 'hund'reds of high caliber groups spAg up in Manyiontmunities,
including the thultitude of communities that comprise hid;
Th,is development has been tnoSt spectacular in the innercities, among ethnic nunon.
ties, but it is by no means confined to "ghetto" or "poverty" arts. There is nothing amateur
about these productions, except perhaps their budgets. Some of the best ublicized arc
presented in New; York City's Otf,Otf-Broadway Theatre, where Audiences aHd critics
a rt: tading a vitality and originality often missing on Broadway. Greater Los Angeles
has hundreds of such groups active in all art forms, some of them bringing out of the
ghettos and barrios works of impressive talent and force. Other cities big and not-No-big
arc 'experiencing the-same phenomenon, in all the arts, visual as well as performing.
Nor is the development exclusively urban. Witness Lins Valdez.' Teattsi Campesino
that evolved from the Delano grapepickers' strike in 196-; and is now touring ihe country
with stirring revolutionary productions abOut Chicano life and culture.
Not directly whited to, this manifestation, but broadly complementing it, is the
widening disaffection with mammoth cultural complexes (which are Often -corned .in
miniature in new-town plans).',In 1971, Wolf von Eckardt, The Washington Past's arc hitectun: critic, foresaw the end of such centers. "It appears," he wrote in The New Republic,

"we will take culture iq smaller, more humble doses arid will spread its Blessing and
hugdings around the city, -closer,to where the people are." His widely shared view is
based on economic, as well its humane and esthetic considerations; a recent survey showed

that Milwaukee's center is the only one in the country that break's evenevery other
One Iiises from 5500,000 to S2 million annually exclusive of bond costs.
Yet the lust for the nr9numental dies hard. San Frageisco is in the midst of a full-blown

fight over.an official proposal for a multimillion-dollar pezformnig arts center. (Mayor
Alioto, the Sat; Francisco Bay (:Liarclian observed, "has an.eye for the Edifice,- that would
create a "cultural Candlestick Parkthe wrong hullding, in the wrong place, at the wrong

time, built for the wrong reasons)') Local artists arc opposing the plan through the
Community- Coalition for the Arts.,As one :ictbr'put it.: "There are artists in San Francisco

who are professionals Nut who wain to maintain their community* involvement. They
want to keep their art on a human stale\" Like his colleagues', ire deplores the tendency
for business support to -go into buildink, Leaving little for art itself. "Real art can be
performed almost anywhere there's space-in bars, in old theatrt4."
-The alternativeshuildings or artare nt quite that simple. But the logic is compelling
.
.
in its emphasis orf'what architect, Peter Ill ke calls "nonhuildinis"the "movement of
art out into the environment at.:largemura s and poetry appearing on the side of te`ife.
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mint., theture playing in -uniikely buildings and ;paces photograph% an,1
trelying heaYilY on the ta 1111111,1f C111 trormictit 1)1,1%g:round .LuIpturi. taking hlrin trol tees
funk 01 empty lots *-,
.
There are promising slgn: (it this kind ot thinking in se%( ral tee w tow ji.° I, 11.{t Rios
C
S
Side risking ingeniouti use ot its riche. ot iiTner cit% totind.pa(e
it t.lct tie t,
are problems inl kevoring tip these .4:_ace_And alll:catiti them aillOolie ittip c,2;2.1,( tit:,
I

for then. use.) Columbia's chid planner Morton lloppenteld ;crow. that

h

experts/ recently were Intatuated with the Mall a. a rtstill IC(
tr,..Lrl th. n, d
to.bri,t' ig art where the people are (See box I
gl
1"hts.advice should be followed by new ufwns'stnce (Inc of their tuft, 1. t,e
the artsnor because theV,,are good tor -11`,. or good for sod let% though Mt.% n1,1,11,1/.116
k

arehor he,:ause they. provide a special, natural way tot peoplc'to ,;et iii too(
themselves, to 'express what cannot otlrerwise becxptessed. Jn,1 Iii
(1,4, sat 1-tat loll
abotu hying
For peoile to expericaee this order ot all%encs. e cthetic 1 th y t.indaid
k AIR
territior it), they lutist develop
:Ind awarenc.., ...Lunn);
%;(

So vett.% don't new towns encourage the natural a.11iatiec some )1111,1'S,".. )&11It
IN,
twcon art and edliCatioti New towns, prestunablY are tr%ing to pro%idc a li.101%"NNuuti,

that will nuke lite more atistymg, more endurable One oeron p`ainting grokir,
rotting on plays, the oppottuttv to become percepti%c auditor arotting
a

pa rticipant----the'se could he %c.o.'s, tor 'yew town. to become w hat the purport
9
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Arts: the -people's preterence
Vire myth _that the general ptibht h,is httlor-tsu, lot
tli art, yy.p. shaitr:o.(1 ha a 19...4 ,tme% in Ncy, Ywk

!heti' I, a dire, ,,,re},i,17!
ni the art', ,1111 itircnt INN

tati... It tound 'a real thu,t for more acces, to
wide (acct of cultur,il A.ctiN ink.,
at u\oi .0ero
economic IcYcl More thin MP % ((t the
tee)

plc

.1

the art, are important to lite (corn it they WSc
little contact with. the') nearly halt attend per
. torinamo, ur museums to:wit:MIN or pArtiO.ipate rte4
At least one art horn According to Ow preterence,
expre,,ed in the survey.

lhr puhhc want cultural facilitic, in their honk'
neighbor/10(0N Niore people led it is important Mr
a community' to have a good theatre
than
a .ports stadium
Another desired 1..ftnlit'y
an Arts and cratts workshop pat ocularly wanted by
the elderly and less affluent The.einicept ot etgh
Forl000d for easN' access) broadens s4larplyitli
education and affluence; thus, ;1"0 of New 'York
City resident teel they have insufficient access to
cultural aciTvalesa larger percentacx than ((t up
state resident.,
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thnse School trip. th.lt ext ifr, 1:1
irt-1111C o'ih

proad ranr..,e

5.17011.
(it
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t i t II it' 'I

M.M% In

TH.!: ",01

t ht.

.111,%%,

regarding talloritt leisure' [dm pui:nots
sto'ing note Lit luasi% hint tion.d u'..stlit tit

This N% ork

tta, tat.( it

,National ie,eareh'1i ite ot the Art, cat, Athimtu
f
or lows Hart. and Associates Inc
can Council for [tie Art, in I'dircatioo ..yrto tun,(.
!rpm the New York tate Lount.il on th% Art, hi(
t

gric-,third ut thy' public feel their not having enough

I

cultural facilities available ranks as a mirror prob. NR(.7.A has coilucted,a similar natomal sor%%%
(ern. This concern was listed ahead ot s,:cb highly
publicized, i4ssues as poor housing and poor schools'
4
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In successful arts programs, the critical elements u erlap and meld in various combinations.

.everywhere the arts require central leadership, community initiative and involvement,
adeqUate support (financial and otherwise), integration with other aspects of life and
with other organizations (especially the formal educational system), and the imaginative
and flexible use of space. Chronologically, a single factor may stand out as the catalyst:
an available building, an enlightened civic or school administration, a charismatic peison.
An important ingredient distinguishing. one new town from another and markedly
influencing the arts is the mind-set of the developer: indeed, his vision of what i;; to
be and the kind
tall 4nd advisers he selects critically affect every aspect of the. evolving
community: Anu so des his financial setup, and his own experience and background,
not to mention economic influences outside is control. A few examples.
The ,1
boys of new-town develop n re Robert Simon and Letvis Manilow.
Simon, who is irow developing Riverton, N. ., was (Once the prime mover in Reston.
Manilow is president of New Communities Enterprises, which is developing Park Forest
South. Both are art enthusiasts and collectors, fond of massive outdoor sculpture (whicti
alms happens to be one of the few art forms the federal housing an.1-urban development
establishment has a handle on). They are also both onetime colleagues of fathers who

1'3

gained fortune and fa e in well-designed real estate. rSathdri. Manilow was treasurer' of
ent firm,
the deve.l
ded by Philip Klutznick, that built Park Forest; Manilow had
conceiv d Park
st S th before his recent death. Robert Simon, .Sr., had an interest
in America's first garden city, Radhurn, NJ., and his diverse real estate holdings included
New York City's Carnegie Hall.

Details of the arts in Riverton and Park Forest South appear later in this report.
But to the-extent that the individual developer influences .tht-arts, Simon rates a closer
look here since he is one'of a kind: a developer with a record, one who has embarked
on his second new town.
Back in the early sixties, Simon conceived Reston as exemplifying, among other things,

his own cultivated taste, humane inclinations, and the hest talent money could buy.
Reston today hears his markin the pastel town house's overlooking Lake Anne, in the
play sculptures of concrete and Wood created by an artist-in-residence, in the pattiways
and pedestrian ,underpasses. But five years after Reston's start, Simon had to rill out
because of a tight money market and other difficulties Control went to his eo nvestor,
&Gulf Oil Corporation.

The town is now operating in the black; some knowledgeable observers think that
°its success is partially due to the early outlays for design and amenities.- Among the
oldest inhabitants, including some who have kept community arts groups -Alive with scant
help from the developer's office, tilers: are those wfio look hack nostalgically to the Simon

days. There were plans, for example, for a structure that would provide studio spaces
for painting, ceramics, dancing. "Start ith a multipurpose building," Simon has said
about this plan, which was never realized. "Then, see which way the people want to
go." According to him, there was ro immediate plat: for a theatre, but Reston arts people
seem to feel had Simon stayed they'd have one now.
lames Rouse, Columbiacs developer, may be the most widely respected of new-town
entrepreneurs, To the building of Columbia he brought years of solid experience in urban
development. (Columbia, like Reston, ig already producing a positive cash flow.) Unlike
Simon and Manilow, Rouse apparently brought to the creation of Columbia no particular
personal involvement with the arts, but rather a conviction of'their importance in -evitalizing urban life. Even as the first ,ettlers were arriving, Rouse embodied this conviction
in a number of ambitious actions to expose C ilut,ibia to big-city, high-quiality arts. The
.

results were generally disappointing, but today the town is taking a fresh look at the
artsand there is evidence that it will take lessons from cast mishaps.
i°

Tax shelter sparks new town
Some developers of the current crop of new towns plunged into their infinitely complex
enterprises with virtually no real estate or building experience at all.
Notable instances are the t woMinnesOta communities: Cedar-Riverside, within Min.
neapolis, and Jonathan, 20 miles away. At first, Henry McKnight constituted a link: he
was the chairman of Cedar-Riverside's board of directors (where he also pibvided capital),
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and developer and chief stockholder of lonathan. But McKnight died suddenly late in
1972, precipitating important changes. in lonatharl's management.
McKnight's only real estate experience before entering "new-towning" was managing_
his family's extensive properties. He had also been a state senator, with a special concern

for protecting the environment, and was a leading patron of Minneapolis'art and music
organizations. But he got caught up in th newItown.mystique, to which he applied his
.own considerable wealth and the backin f wealthy associates. He seemed committed
to making the arts, including experimental arch. cture, an integral part of Jonathan.
Cedar-Riverside's codeVelopers had the lc experience to prepare them for "newtowninx," but their plans and procechires have been impressive. It all began when Gloria
Segal, a gifted and energetic housewife, decided to make a modest
tax-shelter investment,
..
4-.,,,
in a building or two in a rundown section of Minneapolis near Cedar Avenue. Her partner
was Keith Heller, then assistant to the dean of the School of Business Administration,
University of Minnesota. One thing led to another, and, to ;rossly compress matters,
Heller-Segal incorporated as Cedar-Riverside Associates ..(CRA) and got a muchneeded.
infusion of capital from the law Henry McKnight andatthers. They pieced tgigether abinit
100 acres for Titl VII redevelopment. (The agea also includes urban renewal sectiims
and the new West Bank campus of the enormous University of Minnesota.)
Cedar-Riverside's record thus far in fostering and planning* the arts is outstanding,
thanks in good measure to Mrs: Ugal's forehandedness and unflagging support Some
of the other reasons-owe lio thanks to the developer, notably the new town's share in
the extraordinary artistic vitality of the Twin Cities.
Within Cedar-Riverside's own boundaries is a first-rate array of small enterprises

4-vi

.

that stress the experimental, including an oper41 company, a chriner-theatre featuring satire,

a th.2.atr2.in-the-round, two dance companies, a music school; and a film club. The,
performing arts groups are Mostly professional and draw their audience,Cm the whole
metropolitan area.
.
0
Contrary to the general impression,. Cedar-Riverside Associates did not begin with
this enviable complement of arts enterprises. Except for one of the dance companies,

1

Which had contracted for space before the developer appeared, all the others were actively

wooed to the area by Mrs. 'Segal's-offer of adequate space at low rentals. (One reason,
which she herself stresses, for this ability to exceed the efforts of Most newtown developers

in promotion of the arts is CRA's tax-shelter base. Because Cedar-Riverside can afford
to operate at a small loss, it can 'subsidize tents and the like foi. the arts and other social
services, even though the developer's budget cannot encompass heavy costs for arts con-struction and rehabilitation.)
f
,
None of thesekpluses should imply that there are only clear days ahead for the arts
groups>,in Cedar-Riverside. Their directors and supporters ,re uneasy about the future;
they are also hungry rightnow for spaceprimarily an appropriately designed and adequate_
performing arts space. But there seems little iustification,for arts -groups to gripe about
what CRA has done thus far nor to resent the developer's exploitation of arts compbnents
as a.marketing tool." Rather, it should be welcomed as an encouraging omen.

,

i
1

i

r

First things first: the new-town development process and the arts
Promotional literkiture for new towns bristles with prose and pictures of ths -good life ";
tennis, golf; fishing, etc. The emphasis on sports is needed because new towns hove to
compete with other developments that offer similar recreational attractions. Arts, totortu
nately, run secoid besrto sports aithough a developer who wants to receive a c-itle vii
gilarantee is expected to provide] or make possible the 'provision of, a whole' array of
community amenities, primarily by making. proper spices available. (The litiiguyage in
many HUD contracts is somewhat V'agile i1 this area, but Cedar-Riversidt/provides a
notable exception because- it names the arts groups and spells out quite necifically the
developer's intenfimis.)
There arc some community components, such as schools, that have tk be given
priority. Thy difficulties of planning schools tor towns-to-be are prodigious, as Evans
Clinchv's stijcly "New Towns, New Schools?" makes clear.* But here at least developers
are coping with something.tangibleand, moreover, unquestioned: there have to he schools.

Thf arts,. on the other hand, arc hard to pinpoint, there is no generally accepted
definition, their influence is diffuse, and they are still not a fully- public responsibility.And, though the arts need spaces, the kinds of *paces are up for grabs, even among arts
people; Shourd developer),; if they can, provide,studfos, workshop.areag; space for performances (and what kind of performances: plays, string quartets, dance ensemhles?),r loft-like

spaces that cap be used by all kinds of arts programs? What role, if any,- should the
developer take in the what of art as against the where? Is it his place to provide leadership,
promOte participation, suggest programs in or out of school, import professionals?

By 1973, planners of most satellit or fringe new towns had pretty .much settled
'fol.- giving a hand, if asked, to avocational arts with considerable variatiofi in the muscle
they applied to their own role of sponsor or facilitator. Experience in some of the older
new towns suggests sonic of their reasons,...Tifey could adduce convincing and even edifying
reasons for their choice, too.

For ekample, look at what happened in Columbia. When laines.Rouse accepted Mts.
Merriweather Post's offer of a $1-million pavilion for his new town, he evidently thought
'her gift would pay off artistically as well .as'economically; he donated the land, put up

an additional $300,000, and took on the responsibility for maintenance. Envisiohed,
doubtless, was &southern Tanglewood, drawing music-lovers from miles around. But after

a few seasons, the dream,of making this the summer home bf the Washington National
SymphOny evaporated in a maze of misunderstandings and unforeseen expenses. Succeeding seasons of rock concerts and the like, while they made money for their promoters,
generated the usual unsavory by-products for Columbia and its nianagers. The handsome
pavilion in its sYlvan setting now standyitnprisoned-behind a maximum security fence.
The symphony rarely performs. There" is a full summer schedule, almost entirely pop.
,
The pavilion's operating deficit is novtover $1 million.
yveral other Columbia-pxperiments also produced discouraging results. Rouse wanted
,Working Paper INN). 1, November, 1972, The Education in New Communities Project. Educational Facilities
Laboratories, New York.
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outstanding, established arts institutions in Washington and Baltimore to Come' to his
new town. He persuaded the Coicoran Gallery to open an art school in. farmhouse;
the Peatiody Conservatory, Baltimore's leading music school, to start a _branch in ap old
mansion near the iown's center: and the Maryland School of Dance to bed.in classes.
In addition, Antioch College, that embattled citadel of progressive higher edUCation in..
Yellow Springs, Ohio, opened a Columbia branch, which eventually enrolled more than*
200 students. Today, except for Antioch, all the institutions have left Coluiphia. Even

Antioch has fewer than 100students left, since the college shifted most pro
gramsincluding a promising venture based on the arts to Baltimore and Washington.
Too much, too soon? Tha is the prevailing explanation: which lames Rouse shares,
alon'g with the fact that the arent institutions were having unrelated problems "down.
town." Some knowing Col mbians suggest another explanatiow: some, if not all, of the
parent institutions short-changed their branches in staff and equipment, failed to promote
themselves effectively, and were also short-changed by the developer who offered no
promotional backup and, by giving them duiddy space in obscure locations, denied them
essential"=visit;ilitY."

Columbia's reach, one might say, exceeded its, grasp, but it did reach. Reston took'
fewer chances: For a while, starting in 1964, there was the Reston Music Center (later
renamed the Northern VirgiRia Music Center at Reston), which operated a summer
institute fdr as many as 200 young musicians. But in 1973 the center its students down

to a few dozen and its economy out of handleft Reston. Reston has had the luck to
have a successfu: pavilion, Wolf Trap Farm Park for ale Performifg Arts, a few Miles
outside the town boundaries. The pavilion is in a fine Wooded setting where for three
summers a distinguished, diversified series of musical and dance programs has been
drawing crowds from the entire Washington afea. Wolf Trap is a successful example
of Rrivate and governmental cooperation in the arts: the nonprofit Wolf Trap Foundation
assumes programming costs and the National P4k Service meets upkeep and other costs.
The latter sponsors an Enrichment Program whose goal is to introduce young people
to the arts through one, or two-day programs on ballet, symphony, opera, etc.
The community arts scenes in Columbia and Regal have emerged wi9i certain (if
superficial) similarities. Columbia has four drama groups, plus a dinner theatre that makes
money, two community chorales, two ballet schools, a group than imports the Baltimore
Symphony for a series of concerts, various informal neighborhood groups and ensembles,
a small art gallery,'a film society, an'artists' cooperative,. and arts and crafts workshops
in the three village centers..
Columbia has two colleges besides AntiochHoward Cbmmunity College, with more
than 2,000 students, and the new-Dag. Hamniarskiold International College, with, a few
hundred. Thty book professional performances, and their faculty and students take part
in community programs. Nothing daunted by the pa& one enthusiast is.trfing to start.
a resident ballet company, and a group is trying to establish a symphony orchestra.
Reston has nine commercial dance studios and a well - regarded drania group, which

puts on three plays a year under professional direction. Other ad hoc groups *ptit on
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shows from, time to time. A. local variation pa the Antioch operation is an extension
division of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, which has a small number of students"studying
hew-loWn design and development in a converted farmhouse. With the departure of the

Music Center:two principal musical groups remain: The Resto.n Chamber Orchestra,
with 'about 25 m4 embers, mostly nonresidents, and- The Reston Chorale, composcUlmost
entirely of.residents.
There is also a srall art gallery, occupying space designated for this purpose in Reston's

.

first highrise apartment building, and operating with distinction, hope, ;and no profit
(Oneti7mclart classes had to be abandoned to make room for much-needed stclrage space.)

The Reston chapter of the Virginia MUseum of Fine Arts, which works out of the art
gallery and sponsors exhibits there, also operates an artmobile. And there is the springtime
Reston Festival along the lake, withall the performing and visual Sits groups represented.
Black Focus, Reston's principal black group, puts on a lively Black Arts Festival each
fall, including jazz, drama, -and art exhibits; the festival, aided by? National Endowment
for aSe Arts (NEA) grant, features professional talent from Washington and elsewhere.,
Ii spite similar artistic activities, Columbia and Reston 'have ifferent approaches

..

to their endeavors. One has to do with money and the extent of developer help. And
this in turn reflects the attitude of the developeror the way this attitude is perceived
by the town's artists and arts supporters, In Columbia, despite all the false starts and
the feeling that the town could help the arts more, there is a sense of movement upwart,
of growing conviction on the part of the, developer and his staff that more should and
will be done. There is also a great deal of community participation. In Reston,,o-n the
1
other hand, there is a sense of stasis, of the futility of fightingor even trying to interestCity Hall. (It is only fair'to add that Restonites compensate in part by the degree.
to which volunteers will wogk their heeds off.)
' So far, the developers of most other new towns pretty much reflect the lessons they
draw from these two prototypes. (Columbia prcivides a- cautionary example, Reston a
praCtical model.) With exceptions to be noted, the approach is: let's encourage community

arts along as their pro rents appear on the scene, let's help a bit with facilities, but
let's steer clear of giant enterprises that turn into ....
white elephants; and let's count up
to ten beforewe eritige any.hiptown museum or orchestra to jiain us.
.
In the case of Jonathan, the r soning has alfeady seemed to make economic sense.
Jonathan's developers wanted to siinimer the Minnesota Orchestri, in one of its bosky
dells; the plan ahpited in the face of\intractablk economic gid management problems.
,

New-toivnersdevoied to the arts'sometimes distinguish between developers accordi
to whether their commitment to the fledgling community is "long-term" or "short term.. "
In this view, attentionr:to the new town's spiritual or artistic amenities -its architecture,
,

arts, the reforms in education its willing to fight forwill pay off in the tong run,
economically and otherwise. liut, they argue, the developer of limited vision, by gearing
*
. his marketing to what one of these critics callso the "hearth and home crowd," can cut
costs, garner profits for himself and his fellow investors sooner rather than later, and
settle for juSt."another supersubdivision."

At

.1

Tampa's classic multiplier effect
The importance of phased integration is well understood with respect to the overall
physical planning of new towns; but it has not been -adequately practiced in ''social"
or "community" planning (which, in newtownese, includes arts planning). The 4irnission
is particularly felt in the arts., which tend to generate a multiplify effect. Developers
should exploit this tendency, .doing what they can set this organic process in motion.
This multiplier effect can work in various ways. Children caught up in a neighborhood

program may draw in their parents and other adults (as participants or at' patrons).
individual organizations may combine talents and energy to put on a community festival.
Work begun in someone's garage may form the basiss for sales cooperatives. Something
that starts with improving arts for schdol Children call burgeon into programs reaching
deep into thy community. (This last could he a`-particularly good chance 'for new towns.

Exerting latever influence they can, leadersand at first this means the development
office and its plannersshould try to bring about a union of the arts with the schools.
For whatever the budget constraints, there is always money to keep schools operating,
and new towns could capitalize on their signal opportunity to fashidn a school/arts system.)
One example of this:-multiplier effect occurred. in an old community, but the technique could equally well be applied to a new town. The process started some years ago,
when Professor Richard Loveless, of the .Uiiiversity of South Florida, g-ave inexpensive

cameras to a group of youths in a low income Tampa neighborhood, and after a quick
lesson. or iwo had them photograph whatever interested them. They also developed their
own pictures. Then the professor got a few rape recorders and suggestc.d that the youngsters
use them as they'had the cameras. The result was a 'series of recordings and photographs
that give an tinirsually fresh view of both the chkldren and their city. A Tampa community
organizatron Made a small grant that enabled Loveless to expand into new areasgraphic

arts; theatre, film making, acrd, later, music. These projects attracted more children and
more funds. A local foundatron that had never before contributed t'o the arts made a
$10,000 grant; the Tampa Unitect'Methodist Center, the Tampa Model Cities Agency,
and the university all began to paiticipate.
tit

When the projectby now called The New Placerfeeded spaCe, they got an old
church. They put in a danc019wwhere the pews used to he, created a small theatre
from the pulpit and altar, made an art tgalle-ry of tOe foyer and balcony, and used their
graphics workshop to .decorate the church. With new contributionsincluding $73,000
over a three-year period from Title I of the Higher Education Act and an additional
$25,000 from the University of South Florida they put an electronic composing studio
in the birilding next door. Soon they had a fully equipped music lab with. electronic
piano* Now they're starting a video studio and video bank. Today, with. seven fulltime
artists-in-residence, several hundred youngsters are part of an exceptionally diversified
arts program.

Early in 1973 The New Place was turned over to the community and is being run
by a 15-member community board, most of whom are from the areal minority groups..
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Arts in new towns
A new town provides a rare opportunitN to integrate all forms of the arts into the fabric of
the town. The integration should occur throughout the town because a central cultural palace,
however big, won't he adequate.
The quality of the artistic life of a new Town,

and certainly, the attitude and encouragement

I

of the developers and planners, will he expressed
in many physicAl ways. Very often the expression

1
S

Coluinbia

Jonathan, Minh.

1
31

Arts in new towns

requires little mono. but a large amount of Lie

4tive thinking and planning °nee the tone
set by those responsible ior the physical quality

of the new town, the onus for turthenng the
visibility of the arts will he shmet1 by the hail:
lioaid. librarian, the deacon and rlLirr, superin
tendent of schools, president of the PTA, College
administrator, the merchants and businessmen.

There ate oppoctounes galore to Moynie
.well designed malls, land.caping, street Minium
and outdoor wall panitings and sculpt ute .faint
ings and crafts can he displayed out of doors nl
pedesiraan malls and landscaped courts. music,

and drama can be performed in and aiounLi
pavilion or shed, and even a neighhorhood play
ground can fie a work of art instead of a swing
set and teetertotter.
An enclosed shopping mail will quite 'Lau.*
P4i

rally become a town center. It should have a high
.quality environment that provides yaricd opportunities for art displays, performing gnups, and

pV

informal happenings. And when (flitsidd exit i bus

.

.116%

arc needed, the shopping Mall's parking lot cap
accommodate a visiting art mobile.
New towns built within existing cities can
demonstrate evidence of the arts in all of these
ways and also through the conversion of found
spaces and sensitive Street and eircoulation designs

to ameliorate the hard edges of the existing city.
Kittamagundi Plaza, Columbia.

Park Forest South, 111.

Art Resources Traveler, State of Illinois
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e arts advocate/planner
If developers would study examples of the hundreds of-arts programs around the country,

they could do much for the artistic vitality of new communities. So could knowledge
of ,'vhat some of the- proliferating new towns overseas arc doing about the arts. So ,could
consultation with strong artist/administrators like, say, Professor Loveless.
In fieltis other than the arts,. new towns make extensive use of outside .experts, none
i
more than Columbia.* But although, according to the official account, Columbia's "physi-

cal developfnent plans grow out of Social and institutional development plans," it was
only in 1972 that the dov:lopment office brought social planning into sharper focus (w th
..
the creation of an office for Community Services and Facilities) or that it applied he
work-group process, to the arts.

Late in 1972, under the direction of arts consultant Ralph Burgard (with a grant
from NEA), a dozen specialists defined the best course for Columbia's arts, the appropriate
spaces, and the role of the developer. The work group agreed on the priority of participatory
Columbia's developer and his staff depend heavily on the Columbia Economic Model (CEM), a complicated
tool that relates planning obiectives to costs. It was put together by more than the usual set of planners. architects,
enginevrs, and so on and is constantly revised. The developers, recognizing that "a city is a most complex organism,"
have also relied heavily on a work group of advisers in a dozen or more fields besides physical planning, from
communications to family life.

arts, the components needed to nurture them (leadership, support, talent, facilities), the
advantages of integrating smallish spaces for the practice and enjoyment of the arts (and
sciences) throughout community centers, and the wisdom (economic and otherwise) of
timing and modulating structures for the arts to fit real needs, present and projected,
rather than dreams of grandeur.
The Burgard group emphasized that, from the start of planning, the developer moot
give the arts panty with all the other social requirements of the civilized city. It also
stated that there must he someone at the center of civic authority whose sole *charge'
is the arts and their requirements. As part of the report, Burgaid invented an imaginary
new town called West River. (Sec box.) The group was dead set against Columbia's
undertaking any large, specialized. performing arts facility at this time, and two of the
members recommended significant changes in the arts and crafts center now under
1

construction that will include a 250-seat performing spa-cc.
Early in May, 1973, the Burgard document, after review by all the Columbia groups
or individuals concerned with the arts, was formally discussed by 70 to 80 representatives
of all community interests, including the wider community f Howard County. The official

posture of the developer's office is that the community h the ball. According to the
president of the Columbia Association, Padraic Kennedy, CA can provide the resources
needed by the community's artists, and he indicated after the meeting that CA was willing

to take account of artists' needs in planning future facilities and to place a priority on
the alts in the future"if that is what the community wants."

The amorphous specialist
The Burgard grout felt strongly that there must he an individual officially in charge
of helping the arts. But, as of this writing, no satellite or peripheral new town has an
official advocate for the arts; indeed, not all development staffs include a "social planner,"
"Community planner" or "human resources planner." (Flower Mound New Town, Texas,

however, which plans to open in the late fall of 1973, has a small grant from NEA to
help the developer work out a practical arts program for the first year.) But some developers'

staffs do .provide some assistance for the arts, even if it's not in their job descriptions.
Gananda's community program planner, John Elder, is doing what time permits for the
arts. New towns being created by art buffs like Simon and Manilow can count to a degree
on the presence of Someone Up There Who Cares"an assumption that has the defects
of its virtues. Jonathan's huThan resources planner, who left in the recent reorganization
and whose preoccupation with such exigencies as day care left her little rime for the
arts, is not being replaced; consultants are used instead.
Again thanks to NEA, Cedar-Riverside and Jamaica's new town in-town boast the
only resident "arts advocate/planners" in the country. Ann Payson, despite.her considerable background in the arts and in the art scene of the Twin Cities, has found out the
hard way that an arts advocate has little time for esthetics, but needs to be a fast.study
on such a rcana as the Feelerol HOusing Administration's rules and regulations, city wiring

/

A model for the arts
West River is an imam:Iry new town created b

music and a graphic arts studio and a media 'work-

Ralph Burgard fur the seminar on Columbia's art.
Although detailed, it is not meant to he a complete
design but suggestive of the range that new-town
culturalplanning should cover
The West River plans sketch a delightful down-

shop

Alateria/s. A central service through which equipment and'supplies can he bought, rented, or borrowed Centrum also sponsofs:a .specialized library
and a recycling center that gathers industrial scrap

town area and public cultural institutions. Most material and resells it at low cost for creative classes
intriguing, however, is the central mechanism or
the planCentrum. a nokProfit, tax-deductible coy apace: Centruni buys and sells, tents and leases
pot-at ion that is an alternative to .the usual commu- -space itself -; it also keeps an inventory of useful
nity arts council, with more flexibility. It offers the
arts community many Optional services

Personnel. Primarily through an Artists Depot
(foundation-funded with a full -time director I. The
Depot keeps an up-to-date inventory of professional

,artists (using a broad definition) and makes Sure
potential employers are familiar with it. Thus, employmegt opportunities are vastly increased (at:

public spaEe, including information on conditions
and faciAities.

Funds: Through a tull-time development staff that
is skilled in fund raising and knows where and how
to apply for various grants. Organizations may use

this service (as Centrum does aself; Centrum is
also considering administering a unitcd ,arts solicita
tion of business.

tracting and keeping artists as town residents) while
upgrading local arts programs. By referrals, the Depot

Service: Clerical and management support ms availablecentral office 'equipment, bookkeeping, a mas-

can put vigether new combination's of, artists and

tin' mailing list, promotion, and information on

scientists on demand; it has organized an electronic

program ideas and administration.

and *plumbing specifications, floor -area- ratios, Ad how you exorcise the pungent ghosts

of horses long since departed from an old firehouse marvelously suited for clasks and
performances. In the foreword to her first report to the Endowment, Miss Payson Observed

that the initial assumptions of just What an arts advoeateitlanner is were fascinating
and frequently absurd. It had "taken a year, she wrote, to begin to define the role. Still
with no pat answer, she could onlsay that in the particular circumstances of Cedar- Riverside her role has been:
,
Gadfly, organizer, diplomat, coordinator, community advocate, lobbyist, crying
towel, information source, dreamier, prodder, hard-nosed practicalist, planner,
business persod, politician, teacher, human resource, mediator, sounding-board,
promotcr, supporter, sympathetie listener, leader, learner, activist, facilitator,
thorn -in -the -side, idealist, and above alla Machiavellian.
Performing these. . arious roles, Ann Payson has tiled to make the arts as integral
part of life, available to people of-all ages, whether as spectators or participant$. She works
out of the developer's office, in close touch with Mrs. Segal and CRA planners, in virtually
day-to-day touch with Cedar7Riverside's arts groups and individual arts, and never out

of touch with C-R's plans for education and other social services, nor with the Twin
Cities' many arts institutions. (Unlike what an arts advocate/planner in 'a satellite or
free-standing new town might do, she has little need to lure in arts activity, through

.

booking or otherwise).
The two biggest problems Miss Payson deals with are: providing (and -mng to ensure

O

29

for a comfortable period) spaces the groups can afford, as well as planning adaptable
"barnr warehouse'' spaces for the arts as they evolve; and trying to work out a stable
mechanism of funding the arts through public and private sources. A prerequisite of
the latter has been persuading groups to set their own houses in economic order. A corollary

to the spatfe problem is trying to meet the pressing need of-artists in the whole Twin
Cities area for living and working space. In pursuit of these ends, it has been essential
to work with many city departments, with the schools and colleges, and with other
institutions in Cedar-Riverside.

lb

Miss Payson hopes that one of her recent undertakingsthe creation of a community
arts council with NEA supportwill eventually do her out of a job.
The council is designed to achieve collaboration among groups in areas where 'they
can work together without feeling threats to artistic or financial integrity. It will arrange
for shared space, accounting, billing, printing, mailing, and the like, It will not conduct
any 'fund raising for individual operations, but will raise funds for community purposes.
It is managing- community -owned arts facilities; cosponsoring. programs with other re:tro,
politan agencies; working on plans with the developer; acting as a clearinghouse for
information and communication, maintaining liaison with the 1'4 innesOta Arts Council
and state and federal agencies; lobbying foCcha'nges tin liquor law and zoning, and for ,
'greater private and public support of the arts. It is also working closely with Cedar-Riverside

task forces concerned with education, child care, and recreation. Membership includes
arts organizations and representatives of individual artists, craftsmen, writers, business,
and the developer.
The hoard of directors, headed by a well-known Minneapolis businessman, includes
representatives of arts groups, usually from the managerial rather,,tha'i the artistic- side
since a central concern is the internal stability of the arts groups. Miss Payson has, as
she puts it, recently "seceded from the 'mother' role" in the creation of the council,
which sic expects will -once it is operating effectivelytake over the function of arts
advocacy /planning.

Ann Psyson's job is an experiment and may well set a precedent for the arts in
new towns generally. A permanent adjunct of Cedar-Riverside's staff is the slot of human

resources planner, held by Kathleen Connell. She is convinced that if' the arts are to
make it in new towns, the planner must include them from the start with such other
"social services" as education, and health and child care. Furthermore, Miss Connell
-believes, this union should he reflected in the town's design. "Don't put art in little
boxes," she says. "If you want to make the arts an integral part.pf the community, the
last thing you want to do r is to set them apart in a special structure so peopfe, can say:
'That's our arts building, we went there Saturday night for a concert and that's where
o

Susie goes for dancing lessons -' "
The same thought from another county: the Episcopal vicar of Reston, Embry Rucker,

whose Common Ground Foundation copes with problem teenagers, child care, and other

such problems, says, "Every time a church goes up nowadays;they offer a chapel to
the glory of Cod and a community room to the glory of man." Almost in Miss Connell's

words, he opposes "special-interest groups putting up-such little exclusive boxes.
The nation's only other full-time resident arts advocate/planner works for Jamaica

Centel, the commercial huh of Queens Cdurity in New York City. He is young Ward
Mintz, formerly assistant to the director of the Brooklyn Museum. Mintz came in close
to the start of the Jamaica .plans. In contrast to Anti Payson, who must emphasize the
advocate (or settle the nuts-and-bolts problems) position for C-R's teeming a.ts activities,
Mintz must hit the planning aspect of his job more heavily.
Creating a spanking new downtown for Queens is the goal of the Greater 'Jamaica
Development Corporationa coalition of private enterprise and individuals, with diverse
public funding, city cooperation, and technical guidance by the Regional Plan Association
(which believes the "subcenter" is the means of saving metropolitan areas).
One or RPA's senior planncts saw the need to start planning for- he arts. The result:
in 1972 the Development Corporation and the Queens Council on the Arts collaborated
to secure an NEA grant to partially support an arts advocate/planner; the. rest came from
RPA and the State Council on the Atts, with the corporation prosviding overhead. Mintz,

who started that summer, has two basic goals: I) to provide the 'Jamaica Center with
exhibitions and prograrhs in the visual and performing arcs; 2) and to establish a permanent
cultural facility in the Center..

He is working to bring state, city; and. private agencies together with local artists
and performing groups, and. he is pressing for more public art to he incorporated into
major capital projects such as the subway and York College (a new component of the
city. university within the town in-town).
RPA's background study had established the presence of "a wealth of professional
and semiprofessional performing arts groups" in Queens, but also the lack of suitable
rehearsal, perfdrmance, and permanent exhibit space. Therefore "a special place to accommodate a wide variety of cultural activities" is seen as a paramount need. A good, centrally
located candidate is a century-old, city-owned structure called the City Register. Support
for the acquisition is being sought (and usually gained) from community leaders, business
people, and many other key groups and individualsnotably'representatives of the public

school system and of York College, the- Queens Council on the Arts, and community
artists.

;

.

What does all this add up to? For ore thine, it would seem, somebody's got to be
in charge of the artistic
store. Ideally that somel, v should have no other major occupa.
tional preoccupations. Strong leadership is esssential to the arts. In a new town, particularly

at the outset, this leadership has to be e9certed by the developer and his top command.
Certainly the developer and his staff should not practice cultural autocracy. But they
should take the lead In creating opportunities. Art by fiat won't work, but neither
sitting back and waiting for popular demand.
Moreover, in planned new towns, it is essential to accord the arts parity with other
"social services" from the start of planning, in order to bring them into a working union
with other aspects of lifer
41,
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The% people, yes aid no
To provide the basic components of an iifilapendent community befoie the first resichip
arrives, planners have to anticipate the future popular will. Their view must -beicvery
long indeed, since most new towns arc not expected to reach full growth,,foroome twe nty
,
years from their opening.
It is possible for developers to get a fair fix on the configuratibri the immediate
population-to-be through tools such as surveys. But the developer aladetermines the
population by the quality of the town he is building, by the range of rentals tnd selling
prices, by his very sales pitch. And there is always the *bargain he must strike between
staying in business and making good on his commitment tá create a first7rate alteinative

to urban sprawl. Thin a, new town's provisions for thearts'are in pact decreed from
on high and in part by what residents want now or may want later.*
During.the first four or five years, *.he typical new -towl citizen exerts no real leverage
AI his town's expenditures, management, policies, structures, and delivery of services.
4

1.

There is an extra twist in new towns: with one exception, the towns sampled for this report k a politic*
identity of their own. They are all part of a larger jurisdiction=a count; (Reston, Colt',
the upstate:
New York new towns) or of an adjoining or surrounding town or city (C !ar-Riverside, la 'sal and lonatiiaii". . 2.
The single exception is Park Forest South, which, with the developer's blessing, began py iiifrpc:rating itself as

)..,

a village with an elected government.

e

This lack of power particularly handicaps proponents of the arts, which nowhere command
the bread-arid-butter urgency of schooling,. or transportation, or health care, or, it would

seem, redeation. Such power as the neW-towner can exert .depends ultimately cin the
developer and the kind of quasi-governmental structures he has devised for his town.
These vary considerably in scope, but whatever the structure, democracy during a new
town's incubation is pretty much a matterof man proposing, developerdisposing.
Riverton has tvq) governing structures: Riverton Community Association which is
empowered to assess residents for community services, recreation, and arts, and Riverton
Community Programs, Inc., a nonprofit organization with IRS clearance to raise funds
liom individuals and orgapizitions. The board of directors of RCP will include representatives of the Eastman School of Music, Rochester Institute of Technology and the
State University of New York at Brockport.
Presumably these two groups are designed to give residents a greater-than-usual say
in the arts and other community concerns. The separate nonprofit organization will provide

esthetic and other community benefits withbut levying assessments on the elderly, the
less affluent, And the plain uninterested.
Morton Hoppenfeld, of Columbia, has written of "the fascinating conflict between
8

the need for control over fundamental development decisions (Li" the developer), and
the incessant desire for community control on the part of Elie residents:: There is nothing
sinister in the developer's keeping a tight rein on new -town governance, The pattern
prevails even in Britain's government-sponsored new towns until development is complete.
Without such (nominally benign) despotism, long-ange plans to create a balanced urban

community could he scrapped overnight. Not long ago a city planner pointed out that
with complete citizen involveinent, "Columbia, for instance, Would probably end up all
low-density." Nor is there much evidence to date that voters, given their full voice, would
give precedence to the arts over a snappier bus schedule.
But when the record is:in, Park Forest South, unique among the new towns considered
here for instituting self-government from the start, may refute such conventional wisdom...;
A' this point, only six years old and with a population of 5,000, the town is a phenomenon
of instant democfacy. The turnout. for town elections is exceptional: 85 percent in. 1972.

Organizations of all kinds abound.' Most of the people appear to be strong supporters
of the .basic new-town concept, but they often differ with the developerand each other
on details and procedures, "Maybe controversy is 'the' art form of ne*.towns,," developer
Lew Manilow said recently. (FM: an example which concerns the arts, see box.)
But in Jonathan, the arts started off in about the snipe manner. The developer provided,.

some funds and space in 'an old stone farmhouse for the Jonathan Carver Art Center.
It put on a fairly successful progiam its first year but thereafter dwindled to a token
operation. Why? According to the detelopme9t office, it was chiefly because one of the
three leading spirits moved away, and the other two (man and wife) .becaine occupiedwith family and business concerns. But there seem to have been fCw developer efforts
to replace them.

That is a common pattern. The developer lets the people do what they want about
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the arts, with sonic assistance in the way of free or low-cost space, ins, perhaps, attempts
at more "big -time stuff" it he feels, from penismal 'conviction or external persuasion,,that
art is great and shall prevail. Town planning is infinitely coil Alex, not to mention incredi-

bly expensive. ("Maybe art is one of the ten important things the builder should do
all at once," said a lanathan spokesman. ''Hut there's only time for six.") And there
arc possible moves that would blur the appAient contradict on between arts by dictatorship
and laissez-faire. One, as previously noted, is to provide a ;Lai slot for an arts advocate

who can work with-community members. Another is to seek out arts leadership from
among community residents. A third is to lure such leadership to town and keep it there.
The emphasis on residents is important. Granted that especially during the gestation
of most new towns, "community" or avocational arts will prtdominate, the need remains
for people who are themselves artists to teach or direct the neophytes. Artists-in-residence
(i.e., temporary guests whose presence is subsidized) are common, especially in communi-

ties that include a college or university. But artists as residents is a concept that few
developers seem to consider important to a town's cultural vitality. Confronted with the
idea, they react in largely negative ways.

S

Their underlying counterargument hinges on the belief that artists are funnier than
anybody -(to paraphrase the late Colonel Stoopnagle) and probably the least temperamentally attracted to living in a planned new town. But artists are people, and, even
if many might find new towns unappealing, others-might enjoy them for as many reasons
as there are individual artistscongenial jobs, low-cost work space, the company of other

The case of the degraded prairie
Early it 1972, Lewis Manilow proposed to Governors

State University the construction of an outdoor
pavilion for music and dance festivals. Aware of
the pitfalls (exemplified by the Merriweather Post
Pavilion in Columbia), he was convinced by other
evidence (e.g., Chicago's Ravinia) that such an
operation was fe'asible. With 2,5 million people
within a 45-minute drive of Park Forest South, it
seemed a good bet. For one thing, the university

and must not he sacrificed to instruction. Pres
ident Engbretson countered that I) pavilion or no
pavilion, a piece of land accessible to an eventual
10,000 students would not remain forever wild; and

2) there was nothing unique about this particular
prairie, however degraded, whereas there were several unique prairies a mere half-hour's drive away.
But following months of battle, the university senate

already had a perfect stretch of land.
The university administration.was enthusiastic.
The prospect struck President William Enghretson
as splendid for both his institution and thecommu-

voted against the pavilion and all its works. After
the vote, Manilow's'aid: "Beethoven lost.In Manilow's view, the episode was symbolic,
for the proposal represented the machinations of
Authority and offered' a convenient target for en-

nay. Manilow offered to lend part of the needed
funds and located an experienced operator who

demiC university dissent. (His hypothesis gains credence considering the mist en scene was an uncon-

woiildjnanage the enterprise under lease, but allow
the university to use the arena for some of its own

ventional university loclivd in a totally planned

programs.

Then the storm-broke. A group of students and

faculty violently opposed this desecration of the
land in meetings, handbills, the press. The issue?
Ecology vs. culture. The proposed acreage was a
"degraded prairie" (farmland that has lain fallow
for a generation). As such it was a unique asset

community.)
And now for the surprise ending: GSU's hoard
of trustees upheld President Engbretson. There will
be a pavilion, perhaps a 'year hence. Triangle Productions of Chicago has alree,1 to take charge. And
the moral of it allAuthortty 'lc>, the People, No?
Arty Conquers Nature, Beethoven Heats Botany?
may well he left to Lewis Carroll's Duchess.
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artists, whatever. But recruitment is necessary; .granting the need for artists as residents,
it seems insufficient to leave it to fate and the overall attractions a town has to otter.
A few new towns ark taking a closer Itylk at demographics, in this tight. 'Riverton
is negotiating with the nearby Rochester Institute of Technology to build student housing
on the site, for which government subsidies may he available. (Also under consideration
is the cdnstruction of crafts buildings,_, along the lines of medieval-guild halls, where
instituteifacultY and students could work together and with the community; No liting
space would he included.) In'Cedartiverside, 'plans are .being made to spot 50 spaces
for artists within 250 units of experimental housing around town, in sonic futUre but
still undetermined phase of construction.
-

.

Participatory :and anticipatory dernaciacy.
New towns would dy welt to study manifestations of, the increasing vigor of participatory
arts in big cities, suburbs, and small towns not as copybook models, hilt to distill therefrom

essentials of process and principle. An involved community is essential, for sure; and
so is strong leadership. Walnut Creek has an organization, Civic Arts, that should be
of particular moment to the managers of new towns since it is, in fact, the art department
of this San Franc iscqBay city of 43,000. In its own words, it is "an extraordinary; manifesta-

tion of partnershibetween community, leadership, and civic government."
Unlike most municipal arts opera/ions, Civic Arts is in no way connected with parks
or recreation. It all began with an art competition and exhibit back in 1955. The visible
public interest inspired the city to appoint a study commission, which in turn led to
the appointment of a full-time director to run a year-round arts program. The first director,
installed in 1963, was budgeted $8,000 for his first. year, and himself taught the first
program:. arts and crafts for children. The operating budget is now $300,000. Revenue
is about $158,000, with about half from tuition; the rest comes from fees for use of facilities,

contributions from supporting agencies, contractual arrangements with agencies such.as
school districts, and ticket sales. Director Ronald F. Caya says he has virtually no trouble
defending his budget, since the city governors now give it,the same acceptance as, say,
...

*
street 'repairs.

An array of citizen guilds with specific concerns (say, ceramics or audienFe develop-

ment) backs up Civic Arts with staff aides and fund raisers and provides most capital
monies. Participation in every art form has skyrocketed; in addition, the department
books proi(ams into Walnut Creek, and n.ow has a regional audience for its'own output.
Civic its program evolution is complemented
by the imaginative adaptation of spaces
, ..
to meet changing needs: from surplus Quiaii'si huts, to a walnut-warehouse-turned-theatre,

to a system of eight prefab portable Modules for its instructional programs. In a few
years Walnut Creek will have its own arts complex in the,heart of town.
.
The Walnut Creek story is an edifying example of participatory democracy in the

world of art. One of the new towns studied for this report has worked a variation on
"anticipatory" democracy, quite different from conventional polls and demographic sur-
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a

vcys. In considering the design and purposes of Gananda's first projected neighborhood
center, design consultants David Lewis and Raymond Gindroz, of Urban Design Associates,

did not take refuge in the half-truth that "the community does not yet exist." Instead
they chose 200 people then living on or near the sitepeople who might actually live
in the Gananda -tope or who would fed the growth of the new townto play out a
series ofplanning "games."
Because the xlayers were led to consider all conceivable uses (i-f an institution and
not .merely its ostensible function, it became clear that the use of spaces is "so fraught
with overlap of every kind that only the most specialized uses.can remain.insti4;tionalized
in the traditional manner." In short, once you break down suc conditioned responses

as: library = reading; theatre = viewing;' school = studying; then you break, down
physical specialization and open the way to all kinds of sensible .innovaktions And so
the planners gained confidence that "enormous savings in capital and operational costs,
... can he developed by a combination of clustering and careful scheduling of space."
The results of the games significantly influenced the siting and the design of the neighborhood center. So the people, yes, have played an important part in tne'shapeand uses
of this first community building in Gananda, which will include multi :Ise areas . joint
use by schools and community.
What this all seems to mean in anticipatory democracy is that new-towners, if they
value the arts in any. form, have a distinct role to play. In the early years, when the
population is very small, it is reasonable for the reside4its tr, look to the developer's
leadership and active help. However,. hoping for a ser itive response from the head office,
they should assert their choices and needs, and seek out kindred spirits in the community
to .strengthen their case, professional artists temperamentally attuned to group work or
public service should make their avairability known both toiciciveVper and residents.
All residents with an interest, whether active or passive, in..lbe arts- could work to raise
their status in the loCal schools and colleges, and, by involving themselves, help toward
each child and grownup,
a healthier, more balanced, richer development_in the life
and thereby in the,town itself.
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room for the arts
The most commonplace and least specialized spaces lend themselves to the arts, indeed.
can even inspire them. Lofts, garages, warehouses, attics, storefronts, indlsthey"ve all
been put to liv. ly artistic use 441. communities large and small across the land Many
new-town planner!; dismiss the potential of "found space": most new towns create all,
"find" nothingexcept for the occasional precious barn or substantial dwelling. But sooner
or later commercial or industrial space changes hands, becomes available perhaps tor"
some kind of arts enterprise And is there any reason why the essential schools, churches,
warehouses, plants, municinal headquarters, libraries, and such cannot provide truly point
spaces for the arts, or add on modest spaces for arts purpdges?
In broad tern-is, it is easier to provide physically for the vivid arts than fors the
performing arts: It is ually possible to provide some sort of real 'gallery and outdoor
exhibit space, and it's flint-hearted deverbrer who does not,commfssion outdoor sculpture. A Museum is obviously more complex mid expensive, and'prObably..inappropnate
for most new gowns to consider until they reach a sizeable population or can work out
a symbiotic connection with -an established musepm. Again, there are usefuLlekions to
be gleaned from established communities! In a piece called "New Spaces for New Arts,"
Peter Blake.and Ellen Perry Berkeley cited the following examples:

39_,

"In what was once a church in Washington, D.C., then a skating rink, and most
recently a theatre, the Smithsonian Institution opened its Anacostia Neighborhood MUSCutn late in 1967. In a free-to-touch atmosphere, the museum offers numerous exhibits
from the Smithsonian (hone collections, pottery shards, a space capsule), locally initiated

exhibits, a closed-circuit TV for. dramatic fun, art classesand so on. Contrary to the
expectation of critics Who thought the museum would be met with indifference in this
ghetto community, the reaction has been extraordinary. To quote one young visitor's
contributiim to the suggestion box: "I suggest this is the most fun I had on earth.' In
another renovation, a two-story brick warehouse on New `kirk City's Lower East Side
becamt the Whitney Museum's Art Resources 'Center. The building- contains studio
workshops for youngsters and their teacher-professionals (in painting, sculpture, and
writing), a gallery far works froth the Whitney's permanent collection, and classroom
space for use by public school teachers. And in New York's BedfordVyvesant district
a one-time automobile showroom and poolhall has been made into a vital segment of
the Brooklyn Children's Museum. Built to a budget of only $40,000 (and to an equally
tight time schedule I6 weeks to'r design and construction), MUSE is an. extraordinary
architectural event: Its all-glass facade draws children's curiosity inside, and its long entry
tunnel makes the arrival a game of mystery. Inside, MUSE offers exhibits to touch, foreign
costumes to try on, animals to handle, and classes in art, music, dance, theatre, astronomy
(there is a tiny planetarium)) creative 'writing, and various other subjects in which the
community has expressed an interest. It is sobering to realize that this busy place, only

eight blocks. from the main childien's museum, draws children who were previously
unknown to the museum staff."*

Finding old space in new towns
Besides links with other institutions, new towns have (or have been sold on) other physical

plans with (mplieattinis for the arts. "Multipurpose" is almost as flexible concept as
o-f-1ZigNewtowners concerned with the arts stress the need to specify what's included
in "multi" (one reason why a background or crash course in physical planning is helpful
to arts and other social planners). For instance, many different kinds of spaces can he
adapted for theatrical productions, but a 12-ft ceiling might hamper basketball. So one
needs to know what the "multi" purposes are, and exactly when and for .,how long-the
space will he available hit' this or that group.

Other constants in new-town terminology are "found" (or "adaptive") space, and
"rehab" (often used as a verb).

The typical satellite town is created on farm acreage, and planners go to lehgths
to .keep the best of the old houses, barns, and outbuildings. (Some developers strike it
luckier than others when it comes to the names of these precursors: thus, the farm in
Park Forest South, which is now a teen center, is called Riegal Farm, whereas Jonathan's
prize is Worm Barn Theatre.)
(:ultural Affairs, May, 1971
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By and large tht,' performing arts (Noire more extensive and costly space than newtown developers are willing or able to supply on their own. The usual compromise is
all all-purpose meeting room of modest dimensions, which is used for performances. The
groups themselves must scrounge aroind for rehearsal, storage, and office space.
The Reston Community Players can squeeze no more than 1(X).people into Lake

Anne Hall, for their theatre-in-the-rgund productions. (They once had an old church
to use for storage, but it burned to the ground last year.) Jonathan has a general-purpose
meetulg room in the town center; it also has provided an attractive theatre in a converted
barn, hut, since the cost of insulating it against Minnesota winters would be exorbitant,
it serves the Interim Players only in temperate weather. Part, of Riverton's first neighborhood center is a smallL25 ft x 30 ftauditorium equipped \with projection facilities.
Eventually plans call for its use as a TV studio, with a more szeahle theatre built next
door. the town is blessed with a number of P. urns, and partisans are plumping to use
them for a summer crafts school, a dance festival, and studio space for local artists. The
town's crowning okl-time glory is an assortment of exceptionally handscn:e barns adjoining
the first neighborhood center. Cornell University consultants and a erat.,men's association
are busily contriving uses that would also defray carrying costs. Riverton Properties'
president, Andrew Goldman, wants to preserve the barns (possibly converting them into
efficiency apartments for artists if all e' Ise fails"), but if the barns can't sustain theiww1v4.1
on the profit-and-loss statement, they' risk destruction. Robert Simon, however, seems
confident the new Riverttm Community Programs, Inc., will subsidize themif necessary.
,

Converting and sharing space
,

Preserving the 'old amid t new t- s on a different light in a new town in-town like
Cedar-Riverside, and or might expect considerable preservation 'nd rehabilitation. Whatever the laments
sentimentalists and people who iike cheap living space, however,
very iew of the existing structures will survive redevelopment. According to Gloria Segal,
90 percent of the low buildings, brick veneer over wood, which date from around the

turn of the century, have no historic, esthetic; or practical value, and must give way
to taller, sturdier structures if Cedar-Riverside is to survive. But the area does include
several 'key structurcs7a church, an old meeting hall, a firehouse, and a warehousethat
the developers and their social/arts planners want to preserve.

Each has its special adaptive qualities, but the firehouse can represent all for this
discussion. No visitor to Cedar-Riverside can last a day without absorbing the local ;'thing"

about The Firehouse. It begins to take on the aura of ChartreS or the Parthenon, even
though spur typical Minneapolis hackie can find it only when he recalls it was the place
where that feller McCosh sold old hooks.
Heller-Segal owns this elegantly proportioned s.tructure and is planning a complete
renovation. The city now tolerates outmoded wiring and plumbing as long as occupancy
is confined to 100. By early spring 1973, The Firehouse was almost. completely scheduled
through the summertheatre-in-the-round rehearsals, Shakespeare-in-the-streets auditions,
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concerts by the West Bank School of Music, a dance residency, various classes and seminars

in urban architecture for youngsters and for professionals. These seminars are structured
to deal with architecture, the environment, and ecology, and will involve the kids directly
rn what is going on-around them in Ceda' 1iverside, and what it means to each of them.
An excellent prospectus and not duplicatc,, In other new towns.
An interesting question about multipurpose space: "Why can't new-town churches

he used for performances" Why not They could he built with this dual purpose in
mind. All over the country, one can find churcheswhich 'end to have good acoustics
as well as spacious sanctuariesbeing used al:nost ro,.!ILI the clock for operas, recitals,
musicals, movies, plays. To he sure, some churches oppos ,inch use on theological grounds

(hut one can't generalize by denomination). Also, some sank tunics are ill-adapted for
.
dramatic productionfixed pews, had sight
lighting problems. But the Central l'reshyterian Church of Rochester, for instance, which was built in H '0 for Sunday evening
hymn sings, has lust leased its semicircular main sanctuary to the Rochester Shakespeare
Theatre. And-in New York City, church is often where the action is from the enormous
Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine to that small Stanford White gem on Washington
Square South, Judson Memorial Church (Baptist where the Reverend Al Carmines stages
the products of his boundless, brilliant, and bawdy imagination.

VW arts leave city centers?
In considering spaces it is impOrtant to consider who is going to use them and where
these people arc going to come from. New towns try to draw upon major metropolitan
resources, and also to combine forces with their immediate neighbors Jonathan with
Chaska and Excelsior, Reston with Herndim, Gananda with the hamlet of Macedon Center
that it encloses. Insofar as the arts are concerned, this policy has yet to score a bullseye,
though judgment must he tentative since so few towns are in actual operation.
Still, there are some signs of give and take. Jonathan, for instance, makes a big point
of welcoming Chaska townspeople and others to its pools, rinks, and festivals, and its
recreation director is trying hard ty work with people outside Jonathan in setting up
programs 4, including arts and crafts); a summer program operates through formal ariangemem with the school district. Working in the other direction, he has brought Minneapolis'
quite far-out West Bank Music School to Jonathan for weekly classes,
Ralph Burgard has observed that as yet there are no major arts institutions, outside
of summer operations located in American suburbs. He feels that year-round suburban
cultural institutions will turn out to he more flexible and emphasize more diverse programs

than the traditional symphonies, theatre, and museums of the central cities. Among
new -town developers, Lew Manilow, for one, is convinced that summer operations can
he a major factor. He. thinks for instance, that the Merriweather Post Pavilion fiasco
was not inevitable, and that a strategically located new town, such as Park Forest South,
could draw audiences from a wide area to diverse attractions. There are big outdoor

operations all over the country that are breaking even or maybe making a profitand

1E

not just with rock concerts, but.with chamber groups, dance, soloists.
America is seeing a heartening growth of regionalism in the arts. Take, out of dozens
of instances, Ballet West in Salt Lake' City, originatinVin 1953 as a department of the
University of Utah tulider the direction of William Christensen, Who had founded the
San,Francisco Ballet. 10 1969, aided by private foundation and NEA grants, the company

then called the' Utah Civic Balletbecame Ballet/ West and extended its performances
to all the. Rocky Mountain states and points west. Though no longer, formally allied to
the university, Ballet ,',2st rents performingspacc on the campus, but the stage is now
cry they use on tour. They have their own office and storage
much too small for the
space (essential hacWup spaces often ignored by new-town planners) but need a bigger
stage and hall for their hometown performances.

7
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Nontraditional places
for the arts
Planner, .aid Arts
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range of possibilities when thr are planinne spa,. c,
for airts in new towns 1 hey should partkulaily a,oid
dismissing ideas that 11.1 Vt.' \Au:IL:LI elseNylien, but dim

at first glance seem inapplicable to brand no% cominu
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nitres Informal, ,;:tinvertc4, avd round 'Ado.. -.ill suit,
of nontraditional tat:dimesare housing signiticant ar
tistic endeavors all over the COMM\
Theaters have heen hulk inside the most unlikek
old buildings such as hanks
the aihuluituus barn,
Railroad I:1(1011 have here C1.111 cried nito .galleries

studios and schools for the tine and pet-turning arts
Churches and tirchouses have become dance studios
and art centers, storetronts and automobile showrooms
have become neighborhood art centers and museums

Why are such nontraditional places part of the
answer tor housing the arts first it art is considered

$

Library of College

built at mezzanine

level of the former

room.

The waiting room of Mount ktoyal Marion in Baltithore
before it was converted. into the Maryland Institute College of Art
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Former warehouse and adjacent landmarked bank in Louisville. Ky.. were converted
to storage and work spaces and lobby for theatre built behind them.

I

Guild' of the Performing Arts. Cedar-Riverside

A stage extends diagonally across a narrow room to increase
the performing area in a carriage house converted into
the Newark Community.Center of the Arts in New jersey

The Worm Barn Theater was built into an old barn in lonathan, Minn
and a child care'center tucked into,the basement.
as an organic and growing process, then string quartets.
art classes, dance studios and galleries will often start

in the most unlikely places and eventually evolve to
the point where inure sophisticated facilities are needed. Hut before they can start they need a place. and
even unlikely places can he very 1Pkelv. Second, the
arts arc going through experimental developments that
do not re:wine traditional tacilmes, and, in tact, trade
tional facilities are often too precise and too, restrictive

And finally, the art!.' often spring Rom neighbor
hood and community groups with modest resources
thatcan't afford specially designed and constructed
facilities And it"s the small, local scale of arts endeav
ors that is clearly the minor thrust of the arts movement
in this country.
And what does this idea of nontraditional housing
'mean for new towns It suggests, for instance, that any
kind of existing structure can be considered as poten-

tial 'rousing for the arts and that old buildings may
become the wellsprings for involving art programs. in
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Nontraditional places for the arts (continued)
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Long Reach Village Center, Columbia

1.
emerging new towns. Ii also sUggests that the arts are

r

dynamic, changing and growing, and that as a new
towi develops, unlikely new Aloes may be lust right
,

for sonic aspects of the arts.

Whein funds are available for new facilities for
arts programs in new towns the planners should survey
as many residents as possible to find what types and
sizes of arts programs will have to he accommodated
The prugranis that the new town inhabitants will want
two-years hence may not be the same as the
.:niters

want to provide for now.

A Jonathan farmhouse converted into a teen center
includes craft shops in the basement.

Lake Anne Community Hall, Reston, Vu.
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Quonset huts and portables house studio and craft shops at Civic Arts in Walnut Creek, Calif.
1

MUSE, Brooklyn Ch;Idan.'s Museum, in a former uutomobilelhowroom.

common cause with
schools and colleges
One of the likeliest ways for a new town to foster the arts is to combine forc6s witn
nearby schools and colleges. In principle, at least, these institutions can provide, that
the arts in new towns need: program ideas for young and old, creative and administrative

talent, audiences, appropriate spaces. This would also be consonant with the current
unconventional wisdom on the school -as- community center, and the coiumunity-as-campus. The principle stands. Practice is spotty.

One basic issue that has received only fleeting attention in new towns thus far is
raising the status of the arts in education. The excessive concentration of the curriculum
on the abstract, verbal, and factual speaks for itself; only small steps have been made
to redress the balance, despite the testimony of wise men from Plato to Piaget on the
capacity of the arts to develop man's senses, perceptions, emotions, and moral values.
If one mark of a new town is its willingness to take a new look at formal education,
it would seem that new-town schools might be leaders in bringing the arts into a central
role in the learning process, or at least in according them parity with the "subject-matter"

core of the curriculum. So far there is little evidence of such progress. Again, the easy
explanation is on hand: the towns discussed in this report (with the exception of Gananda)
"reside within the boundaries of at least one and sometimes two or three existinglocal

S
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school distritts."* Even if the new community earnestly wants greater educational stress
on the arts, it must act in concert with the clients t f the existing district or districts.
The experience of Maumelle New Town, near Little Rock, Ark., is instructive. Hen'

is an example of a new town that planned "for an educational system in which th,2
arts would he central rather than peripheral." The new town paid for the basic proposals,

and the county school district took an open-minded attitude toward the experiment.
But financial and political problems have proved insurmountable so far, though they
may still be solved given a little outside help and technical assistance.**
Among the new towns sampled for this report, there is scant evidence of an important
bulwarking of the arts in education. Columbia, Thinstance, which is developing school

system through joint planning with the Howard County Board of Education, seems to
he following a program in music, the visual arts, and theatre that a member of the rece'n
arts seminars characterized as "timorously conventionalshowing that pressures from the
town for adequate programs had hardly been applied." Artists visit the schools on occasion,
there's a Young Audiences program, children arc bused from time to time into Baltimore
and Washington museums. (The music supervisor, who needs teachers, does have some

lively ideas including the use of tape music and electronic access.) Apparently there
has been little concentrated attention to the arts needs of primary and preschool children,
nor knowledge of the availability of such esthetic education packages as.CEMRELl
One striking lack stands out in new towns: the particula ,opportunity for youngsters
to observe the architecture and design of...their town as it rises around Ehem and to take
note of their special environmenta rural county erupting into a planhea citydoes not
seem to he part of any coherent educational planning.

Sharing arts facilities with schools
Nominally, new-town arts groups can avail themselves of space in their schools: Like
manytencts of new-town orthodoxy, this works out better on paper than in. practice.
By and large, the prOblems derive from the'facts that school at ditoriurribor other multipur-

pose spaces are often poorly equipped for performances and are often unaMiable when
needed by 'outside performing groups (in most instances, there's no broker or referee
to make the sharing work).
For example, Columbia's Wilde Lake High School has a theatre for community use,
but it is in almost constant use by high school students and not really well-equipped
for diverse performjrces. When Reston puts on a big show, it has ,4c.cess to.the high
school that its youngsters attend, in nearby Herndon. But human natuie
its irrational
, rears
,
head: it seems that Restonites don't like going to Herndon High School for-their enlightenment or fun; they'd sooner drive all the way into Washington or Baltimore. Jonathan
°
**

Evans Clinchy, op.cit.

CEMREL, Inc., in St. Louis, is a national educational laboratory. The esthetic education program was devised
as a curriculum resource for the elementary and .intermediate grades with two purposes: to help children learn
how to make esthetic decisions; and to snow them the importance of such decisions in their day-to-day lives.

'

faces more or less the same set of problems (though new community sic hools in the
area, in desigh, and administrative philosophy, hold out hope).
.
....
The prospects for Ganarcra are brighter. The legisktion that enhbled the tormation
of a new school district with the same boundaries as the litw community also empowered
the Gananda School District 6 lease spate and time in nlulti-use facilities 'constructed
by the developer. The negfr orhkrd, center mentioned earlier will he the :first of the e
.

e

,

multipurpose educational, recrirtional, commercial, social, civic, relifions, health, and
personal enrichment fa'tilitieg. Of obvistus iinportance, to the arts is Ale tact that the
school district can lease for itself pari of any multipurpose complex for itis't the times
it requires; the,space will otherwise he available, free or for a nominal charge. It is expected

that the center will he used simultaneously by adults and children 'dur4ing the day, larder
* ..
the guidance of arts teachers, artists, and assorted volunteers..To date, the school hoard
ha's not worked out specific curriculum plans for the arts.
..

The hope in this town is to dig the arts deep throughoutNthe community >o that
even if the school budget can't make it, the churches, civic .::r,Oups, and adults generally,
have a stake in nurturing participatory art.
Riverton also has one no specific curficultim planning as yet, but arts/crafts/
theatre
u.sic facilities will he available for:both school children andiadults.
Cedar- iverside, at first, planned no schools; having only five families
school-age

364.1

children in 19p, the community as it developed expected to bus children to nearby
underpopulated schOols
in Minneapolis. At. the same time they planned to make Cedar..
Riverside's rich arts resources available to sveryone in the city, especially the school

children. Now, this general idea has been strengthened by the Minneapolis Hoard of
Education's decision to alter school bouhdaries so that the ureze:Of 'Cedar-Riverside would

become a common school attendance-and-planning district with n experimental program
knowri' as the Southeast Alternativeswhich offers five different ki ds of education, from
completely free to Completely traditional" Several .of' the Atern;itives integrate arts into
the curriculum and welcome artists'into the sch9ols.
.

.

The new project will provide a diversity of in-and-out-of-school education for all
ages; it will use Cedar:Riverside's institutional and culturalacWarrtages; and it will have
access to a new-town center now under constructiorr2 but not, as had betn hoped, to
a vast adjacent warehouse (excessive renovation costs). Cedar-Riverside also' hopes for

the survival of the program called Urban Arts,'. a Title III Elementary and !kcondary
Education Act project just completing its third and final year of funding. Imperiled. by
revenue sharing and the competition ,of other lard -up programs, Urban Artswhich has
caught up 600 young people in theatre, dance, orchestra, and other artshas generated
so much local enthusiasm that it just may survive on its own.
In trying to set up joipt arts undertakings with the public schools, new tbwns can
ride the crest of the niovfment to create community' centers that make it possible for
all kinds of enterprises; ...04,iding schools, to share programs and spaces, and to bring
together children arit:adUlt certified teachers and uncertified artists and artisans. One
of the flrst and undoubtedly est-known of these is the Whitmer Humaxi Resources Colter,

\

.

in Pontiac, Mich.* The Pontiac center has three basic spaces for the arts, which they
share with a big elementary school. These spaces arc: a theatre auditorium on the commuOity level, and, on the school level, an electronic piano laboratory and an arts and crafts
area. There are after-school arts programs for the elementary school pupils; early evening
programs for older, students; and day and evening classes for adults. Choices range from
MI painting to motorcycle repair. Effortg are under way; to get a community theatre started.
Five or six dance groups*pse the center's facilities for instruction, practice and performances. There are film programs Fridays and Saturdays. The building gets heavy use six
days a week partly because it is located in the central city where most of the participants

live. HRC's director hopes thac-eventually the budget will allow the center to expand
its programs and stay open Sundays too.

All over the country there arevariations of the Pontiac idea, most less elaborate,
from a high school used by an opera company for rehearsals and performances to a former
private academy which has been transformed into a community learning center.

Sharing arts facilities with colleges
To advance the arts through making common cause with a college or university (as
contrasted with a school). has its drawbacks, but p-erhaps an even greater potential. From

the limited experience to date, it would appear that it pays off for new-town arts if the
collaborating institution is neither to big (say the. University of Minnesota) nor too
unpredictable (Antioch). Jonathan has found greater response from little Mankato State
College (an hour's ,drive away) than frofii the giaht university, and is working with
Mankato on such joint ventures as artists-in-residence, workshops, and extension courses.
Cedar-Riverside is having asomewhat similar experience with, however, a more
ubstantial prospect in view. Its development area includes the 65 -acre West Hank Campus
of the University of Minnesota. If the university has been less than generous or concerned
with Cedar Riverside and its lively. but hard-pressed arts groups, the C-R people incline
to the, view that the.,sheer massiveness of the university would have made it an unlikely

partner anyhow. They take an understanding attitude to the fact that the° new town
will have no access to the West Hank Campus's performing arts center, which will he
in almost constant.use by the university;

Much more to the point, Cedar-Riversidplaimers feel, are ail negotiatiojis under
way with Augsburg College, a small Lutheran institution that is trying to break out of
decades, of cloistered localism. What Cedar-iverside is hopeful willsernerge are small
performance buildings for use by the 'college and the new community.

The most fruitful way fora new town to join forces with a university could be
to get in or the ground floor, new town growing with new`university. This is Park Forest
South's .far from fortuitous- situation. Lcw Ma,nilow made the winning bid (200 acres
pf land, worth about $1 million) to bring to his new town a. highly unorthodox component
For recent accounts of this center, see "The Greening of the High School," and "Community/Schools: Sharing
the Space and the Action, available from IFL, 477 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
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of Illinois' public higher education system.
Governors State University has a "competency4msed.evaluation system, a calendar
of six sessions each eight weeks in length, and a University Assembly governance system.
It is a senior and master's level commuter institution, designed by the state to serve
community college transfer students, paying particular attention to the needs of low-income a'nd minority students. The campus is contiguous with Park Forest South's "main
drag," (hack to the linear is one PFS reverse innovation). The first permanent building,

a megastructure, is. expected to he ready by the close of 193. Meantime, GSU,
opened two years early for classes in the fall of 1971, rms. from PFS a sprawling war,

in the town's industriil park. (Visitors, impressed by a university operating effect,
in space as open as the most open elementary school, almost regret the move.)
Since GSU proclaims the arts as one of its central concerns and since the administration and faculty arc enthusiastic about what they are doing and what Park Forest South
could he, it would appear that (unique town-gown collaboration in the arts could he
one outcome of the union. Though cutbacks in GSU funds along with increasing enroll-

ment may preclude it, there is still the possibility that GSU may he able to share its
performing arts spaces, as well as its presentations, with the townspeopleeven as now
the library and certain courses are open to all.
It is anything but clear, however, to what degree the swinging new university will
advance the arts in Park Forest South. An outspoken profesSor; who is black, feels that
the prime emphasis is on the "socio" of the institution's "socio-cultural" goals. Not for
a minute does he denigrate GSU's commitment to 'rescuing the ,ghetto kid" (average
age, this year, 27), but he.senses a disregard for the role art can play. "Community service,"
which the university stresses, should include giving concerts or putting on exhibitions,
he thinks. On the other hand, GSU is a lively, protean place that, if nothing else, should
counter the suburban anemia new towns risk. President William Enghretson himself is
greatly interested in the fine and performing arts, and he feels that this'confluence. with
Lew Manilow's own bent bodes well for the arts in Park Forest South.
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Cooperation between
arts and education

/NW

"1110 role of a schoolhouse in its community is
ergs Instead ot serving only children and young adults

schools are beginning to phiv a part in distributing
other forms or socdi serAll:cs to (Ile eonalnunrtirs 111.11

support them fliere's .1 financial motivation for slur
ing these services and there's also an acknowledgment

z

of responsibility to improve social services ht making
them more easily available to the public
Thus schools and colleges are opening their dour,
to provide health services, recreation tacilau: adult
education and arts programs. New buildings ()using
multiple social services are windy tinance by the
public agencies involved These agencies als share the
maintenance and operating costs of the to litres. .
Naturally, multiple services can hem; he provided

Chapel and Cultural Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic .Institute, Troy. N.Y.
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Plan of community level at the Wharner Human Resources Center. Pontiac. Mich.

Cooperation between arts and education (continu. ed)
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lohn E Kennedy School and Cotrimunity Center, Atlanta, Ga.
in buildings designed forthe purpose, although existing
schoolhouses can he converted. for limited programs.

1

Many school districts are interested in rehabilitating
their schotils and in doing so they often redeploy their
facilities to. include community services such as arts
programs.

fri

The foregoing developments are occurring at a
time when there is evidence that the public's interest
in the arts is increasing. There's also an 'increase in
communitybased arts programs and these groups look
toward local institutions (including schools) for shelter
and suppori. Such programs miry cause a logistical
problem for the schools but they offer a programmatic
exchange that aids both parties betailse community
arts programs strengthen the school curriculums and,
in turn, the schools'..arts programs can enhance the
community arts programs.
When one of the new towns, Gananda, New York,
was planning its community centers,, the developers
invited surrogate residents to help determine what
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Civic. Arts in Walnut Creek, Calif

Center
John F Kennedy School and Community

Master plan for York College. larnaicu, N I.

( imp:ration between arts and education (onctinued)
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(.'orrimunity Learning Center, Bradford, Vt.

-r
Brookston Eleinentary School. Brookston, Ind.

Howard Community College, Columbia, Md.

facilities were required. Two types of centers evolved;
community centers that combine secondary education
with large-scale harm:II community activities such as

theaters and swimming pools and neighborhood
centers that combine elementary education with mfor
mat uses such as arts and crafts studios and shops

On a different scale, the City University of New
York has planned its new York College with facilities

for the public and thtr students Etery thing from a
iu a theater and a fine arts buildang
he ai

bk. to the public
An existing camptts in ostate New York, Rt. ns

selaer Polytechnic-Institute, has LonthIned a chapel and

cultural center for the campus and the town commu
nities Religious services and relateij events, have first
call, but at other times, students and townspeople use
the center for performing arts, exlpbits, films, social
agency projects and conferences
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Public planning session for Gananda
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everythingbut it he
New-town developers, for the most part, interpret their obligation to help art in physical
terms: the provision of spice, new or rehabilitated. Some arts people are myopic about
big-time financing, zi.nd, aware of the millions of dollars going into development, fail
to appreciate small favorssuch as getting highly desirable warehouse space for performances at-under the going rental. Most arts people, however, would not dispute that space
is the developer's greatest gift, though they would plead for a more enerous provision.
In general, the developer funnels funds for the arts through whatever community
organization he has seen fit to establish. As noted earlier, these organizations differ from
one neiv town to another. But most are responsible for such public services as running
buses and providing space for recreation and the arts. Most have boards of directors
dominated by the developers' men, whiCh often causes cries of ;'undemocratic." And
most get their operating funds from assessments of the new-towners. (The mechanics
of assessment can make an enormous. difference in the amount of largesse available:
for example, The Columbia Association assesses all residents and business enterprises,
taking in over $1,250,000 in 1972; The Reston Home Owners Association assesses only
residents and apartment-house owners which means mostly Gulf-Restontaking in about
$750,000 the same year.)
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In addition to space and provision of some funds, developers have an easily overlooked
asset to offer arts groupsdonated services. The availability of a developer's latcyers can

he priceless to a group; a half-day of accountant's time is like gold. (Note Ann Payson's
efforts to get Cedar-Riverside's groups to put their economic' affairs in order. Generally,
applications for government or foundation grants require vast amounts of past and projected fiscal information, and few arts people have the temperament, time, or knowledge
to keep more than the simplest hooks.) Developers could also reasonably be ,,licd to

pay for a few days of a consultant's timein fact, if a choice must he made, nuriey
is often better spent here than in contributions to the operating budget.
What are the major sources of support for new-town arts aside from the developer
himself and the citizenry? Once convinced that the arts aren't going to sustain themselves,
the enterprising developer can seek out foundations (especially local ones), the business
community (especially his own), various state and federal agencies.
What about the federal government? Revenue sharing is, as yet, an imponderable.
Monies- cannot be used for education; they can legally be used for arts-as-recreation,
but no one knows it localitics will choose to do so. Title III funds are available for education
projects but have a three-year limit. As for other federal programs, there are so many
current threats to the legacies of the Great Society that it would he foolish to predicate
support for the arts on the future of HEW or HUDbut one can always hope and try.*
State support? There are 59 different situations. Every state has an arts councilthey
all have funds (from a few thousand dollars to New York's incredible $15 million). Equally
importantperhaps more sothey all offer sonic degree of expertise, advice, contacts.
A logical source of help appears to he the National Endowment for the Arts. Though
NEA grants are usually small and in most cases must he matched, they can generate
important initiatives: witness the two grants for arts advocate/planners. NEA also can
offer advice and recommend consultants. And in this yolfr .of austerity for domestic
programs, there are indications that NEA will have its appropriation increased over 1972."
,

0

Cultivating- the money tree
Wherever the- new town gets arts moneya government agency (federal, state, or local),
a 'private institution, foundation, corporation, or an individualit is essential to create
a Skifable mechanism to handle it. 'This means on administrator, preferably with a small
staff
the functioning of this Mechanism would include helping to find, if not
actually .raise, fundi along with such Other important functions as help with facilities,
Hitherto supplementary assistance to Title VII (much of it, in any event, never funded) was not applicable
for "projects priinarily involving the arts... Hut the Housiiig Act of 1972, if it ever passes in its present form,
includes an amendment that would grant new communities Napplementary aid to foster American artistic creativity,
to commission works of art, to provide workshops that will encourage and develop the appreciation and enjoyment
of the arts by American citizens, and other similar projects."

** tiince late 1970 the two federal agencies most concerned with new towns and with arts have been working
together. HUD's Office of New Communities Development and NEA set in train a true :creative partnership."
Out of this canaboration emerged the aid-to-the-arts amendment in the rewritten new-communities act.
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management, alid, in some cases, hooking or programming. (Simon expects:Riverton
Community Programs, Inc:, to fill this role. The Columbia consultants have proposed
an idealized mechanism called Centrum. Sec box, page 25).
Community arts councils are the usual mechanism to -serve these purposes. Effective
community arts councils operate in many varying ways-and with many immediate goats,
as do state councils. New-town arts councils, someof which promise 'o he quite effective,
are no exception. (See box.) Columbia has the Howard County Arts Council, which will

he influential in determining what use to make of the recent recommendations by the
Burgard group.

Michael Newton of Associated Councils of the Arts is convinced that the healthiest
means for financing a local arts council on a permanent, secure basis is through a multiplicity of funding sources, including direct gOvernment subsidy, presumably from tax
revenues. Walnut Creek's Civic Arts, cited earlier for other reasons, is a good variation
in this category.
The more typical council depends for revenue on a combination of dues, contributions, fees for services rendered, .ticket sales, grants for specific programs or purposes.
On this base, though it lacks stability, it is possible to build an effective council. A few
dozen councilsincluding some of the most effectiverely mainly on an organized annual
united arts fund drive.
Some of these united arts fund drives consist solely of solicitation of local business,
while others are aimed at the same kind of broad constituency as United Way campaigns

The local arts" council: a popmlist voice for the arts
In I97)., iohn Hightower, president of Associated
Councils of the Arts, described his 'ision of the
community arts council in a background paper,
"Community Arts," prepared for Flower Mound

New Town in Texas. Mr. Hightower said:

''The significant feature of the arts council
movement concerns the motivations which guide
the policy and principles of these organizations.
Their interest is in the public for the arts, and
their overriding concern is for the arts themselves
--not the institutions that house them. As such,
community arts councils throughout the country
generally function as populist advocates fdr the arts,
much less elitist than the established arts organiza-

tions which, they must in some way serve. Along
with state arts councils, community arts councils

have made a fairly vigorouseven if spottycontribution toward the democratization of the arts
in the last decade.
.

In my opinion, the better ones are in

programming, from the governmental entity that
established them. They should also he eligible to
receive tax-deductible contributions from individuals and other sources of private support. Their paid

administrative staff should remain small but be
capable of growing and receding constantly as specific protects come and go. Their function should
be catalytic in terms of making things happen seeing that activities are encouraged, providing a voice

for the varied interests of the arts in government
planning as well as bureaucratic decision-making,
defending the space or logistical requirements of
arts groups . offering a concerned point of view
for aesthetic quality...
"The council itself should consist of nine to
eighteen people who have a humanistic concern
for the arts but nevertheless broadly represent the
community's' social, racial, and economic range.
The members of the council function as trustees,
of the organization."
.

.

.

some way hooked into the governmental fabric of
Directories of state and community arts count
either the county or the muncipality. They should cils, including their prggramS, are'available from
receive some public funds, both administrative affee ACA.
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for health and welfare. Many are very successful and helpful to cultural organizations
in the community. The danger sometimes seen by those who view community arts councils

as supporting "arts as process" is that the council may abrogate its other potentials and
become solely a fund-raising organization. An aired danger is that the Fine ArtsEstablishment may receive most of the collected funds with only a few crumbs tossed to the
community and/or ghetto arts. Effective management and a truly representative hoard
of directors can prevent this.
In general, Newton and others believe, those arts councils that play a forceful' role
in their communities act with the independence made possible by diversified support.
They are not beholden sokly to government, nor to business, nor to- a small coterie of
the culturally elite. Newton says that strong community arts councils usually have one
or more of the following attributes: their financing is partly but never wholly governmental;
they operate some kind of facility or.on-going program an arts center, for instance which
requires a strongly committed board of directors;, they run a united fund drive.

There are other promising ideas floating around, and some promising mechanisms.
A striking accomplishment is the financing of the Southwest Itiwa Learning Resources
Center, which is supported by tax funds from eight participating public school county
districts. (Sec box.) Other approaches make use oflocal governmental powersfor example:

The New York City zoning scheme called the Special Theatre District, in which
extra rentable floor area is awarded if a theatre is included in a new office structure
in the Broadway/Times Square area.

Use of ear-marked tax revenues. In San Francisco this device applies part of the
hotel tax to the arts. (In June, 1973, the city announced that for the ensuing fiscal
year cultural activities would receive more than $1.4 million out of the total of $2.6
million produced by the hotel tax.)
Granting of liquor licenses to theatres, opera houses, etc., in cities such as Minneapolis,
where this is now illegal.

ACA is undertaking a study of these and other ways the regulatory powers of gOvernment

can be harnessed to attract the suppor of the private sector of the economy for the
arts; it will look into actual practices and also into likely ideas not yet tried. The emphasis
will be on ways to bring about collaboration between government and private enterprise
on behalf of the arts that will not depend on special, or "designated," taxes. Once again,

new towns could live up to their name if they reached out to adopt or initiate some
of these ways of providing a more stable economy for the arts.
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Making it when federal funds end: two approaches
Title Ill of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act provided millions of dollars to start up all kinds
of promising school projects, sonic in the arts. But

a common complaint about Title HI (and some

The Red Oak story:

funding by local overnment

traces on the school system There haye been eteep
lions, hoWever. most based on foresightc,1 planning

Installing cable TV Vudicis When the go on th,.
atrin 1974, they wk he linked with six ether rural
communities by microwave and with neaih% taw.

A notable solution was found by the -outhwest Iowa
Learning Resources Center, which has' continued
past Title III through a combination of local govern3
,ment and grant funding.
When it received federal monies in 1966, LRC
rented space in downtown Red Oak, a town of 7,500.

The Mount Airy story:
funding by an art.sifund drove

There it provided acts and science programs for

Anotherexception to the unienewahle Kr.tnt profs

children, teacher cmsultation,and night classes for
adults seeking -high school equivalency 'diplomas,
on an annual budget- of $242,000. When the funds

expired, the center -which had planned for this
inevitabilityformed a nonprofit corporation; hoard
meMbers were the presidents of eight county boards
of education plus LRCs director. From that day on

theteounties have paid in $5.00 per student from
\taxl-funds .and local school districts add $3.00 perstudent.
Once assured of continued funding, the center
borrowed money to buy a larger building that was
formerly a doctors' clinic. (They paid less interest

on the tiv--year loan than they'd paid before fot
rent,) Between $40,000 and $50,000 went to remodel
the buildingplanetarium/auditorium, mini theatre, souhd studio, darkrooms, printing and graphics

department, media libiary.,
Meantime, back in 1966, a teacher named Ron
.

Curtis had developed a film library and study
course. In 1968 and 1969, the American Film Insti-

tute designated the center -is a model filmgtudv
site and provided funds for expansion. The programMedia Nowlexpanded to include all media,
and in 1970 itself received Title III,funding. According to Mr. Curtis, it is designed to help students
evaluate the mass media, be less susceptible to their
1:

influence, and more appreciive of their esthetics
and potential. The 'I8-week course comprises 50

)

foundation grants) is that once a po.)Rct teaches
the three-yen l.mit on funding. it dies leaNing it NN

by regular cable.

lem is Mount Airy, in !sorry Osintv. N C when:
a county arts council was formed Mound!. to raise
funds when Title HI ran out
From 1968 to 1971, Title III Rinds were used
for a 'Fine Arts Protect in the small city .s scluols
They, bought much-needed arts equipment 1;1RA
teachers, and acquired an unused school building
for a Fine Arts Center. The program,generned great
enthusiasm iii and out of school. In 1969. the Mount
Airy Times lauded the protect for its role in making
-a dent in the cultural vapidity into which we had
let Mount Airy slide.-

With this kind of reaction, the corn mu mtv
prepared itself to take up, the slack once Title III
funds expired. The Sorry Arts Council.was formed
a year or sobetore the deadline. Its mission cm
braces the Fine Arts' Protect in the city, programs
for county schools and community arts, and hook
ing talent. Often performers givu master classes or
demonstratiAns for local students An important
element, from the start of Title III funding to date,

4

has been an extensive summer program for children

The council has been able to finance the sum
mer program through grants from local foundations
and other donors, but the hulk of the arts council's

moneyaugmented by the State Arts Council
comes from a regular fund drive, which (now in
its fifth year produces between $9,000 and 512,000

annually. As summed up by Donald Nance, the

exportable "activity packages." Carly in 1973, a Title
III consultant informed Mrtl: ia Now that it had 'rated

council's part-time director, the development of the

`'a perfect score of 100" from an evaluation tram.
A new grant made possible distribution'of the program to 25 Iowa schools. Later the course began'
to be distributed rationally througll LaWson and
Willialts, a foundation researchlirm.
,The Center continues to expand, too. It is now

grpt provided the impetus; the school pr,ovided the

arts in Mount Airy goes like this: "The [Title Ill)
facility; the community has provided the continu
ing money; and the Arts Council provides the direc

tion in which we are going. Without the impetus
provided by thri grant, Mount Airy would still be
mediocre in its total art program."
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for new-tovvn arts
There arc not enough peopled new town& U.S.A. 1973, to justify sweeping judgments
on the status of
own arts. Too in'ih has to be premised on what an observer of
this country des ribes as the
weakness for "going-to's." Except for a feW years of
experience in ston and Columbia, this report must depend on signs and portents, such
evelopers of Riverton, Gananda, and )onathan claim they're going to do,
as what
if ..., and such imponderables as who's going to be in charge year after next (managerial
reorganization is endemic to new-towhing). But granted these caveats,3 this sampling of
0
new towns has suggested some things new towns can do to help the arts flourish:
>

arse kvres Marie.
MAREYE

LoRiE.

MARIE
hes-

e
atm

prie
.eXteSle

Accord the arts parity with education,t health,,xecreation, child care, and other social
services. Include them from the very start of 'the planning proc s, and apply the same
incremental approach to their physical, programmatic, and fina ial requirements.
Construe "the arts" in their broat'est interpretationcount in film, TV (including closedcircuit and cable, most especially public-access channels), horticulture, interior design,
woodworking ...-the list could go on and on. Don't set up a hierarchy of taste; rather
recognize the validity of all and the fact that tastes change with growth Ind exposure
to different modes of art.

Bear in mind the role that the arts can and should play in formal education.
Exploit the concept of school-as-community-center and stress programs that embrace adults
as well as youngsters; see that children and parer.s and artists work side-by-side.

Provide appropriate and truly flexible spaces for the various arts, at no cost or low cost,
working toward this end with schools, colleges, and other community institutions and
enterprises. Make imaginative use of found, add-on, multipurpose space. Let space he
Convenient, taking art where the action is.

EMt up to the economics of arts spaceincluding maintenance, posible revenues, and
needed subsidies. For tax protection, the developer shotild he prepared to deed the land
to a nonprofit or public body,

Offer the services of a lawyer or 'accountant, or pay for a ievedOys of -ii consultant's
time. Such contributions can often he more valuable to arts groups than money.

Keep planning tot the arts flexible enough so that it is possible to take advantage of
unexpected opportunities and trends. Don't build inpbstacles to promising new possibilities
that may arise.

From the start givt.% the arts leat.r.ship within the developer's high coramanc17-a .highly
qualified person whose exclusive charge is the arts. AugmeD4-.this by seeking out and

supporting community leaders. Help establish an effective arts council, or some other
mechanism that can ,aet as broker for the whole spectrum of new-town arts,'.in such
essentials as finding and sharing spac'es, management, bookings, funding..
O

Keep the options open for artistic experience as the town develops. In such planning
i his staff may march ahead of popular demand but not so far ahead
the develop,
that they ii
lures that may take years to erase. Encourage at first.the participatory,
avocational, (,, ditmunity arts, but do not rule out professional perfor4ances,r exhibits.
In importing programs, strive for a sustained series of events, rather than one-shot exposure.

Foster the potential interplay between amateur and ,professional, casual and "serious"
art in the life of the tbwn.
While planning, take into account the facilities and programs that may he available in
the surrounding area. The new town is part of a region, and region and town can enrich
each other. loin forces with local and nearby institutions, especially schools and colleges.
Explore and follow up ways to attract professional artists to live in the new town. Possibilities include subsidized housing, workirtg spaces particularly suited to artists' needs, and

congenial ways of making a livingsuch as full-time or adjunct teaching, administering
arts programs, becorning.artists-in-residence.

In supporting. the arts, seek out new and promising funding sources. Try to bring local
government (including the school system), and business and industry into partnership.
Seek all potential federal and state assistance, and lobby for more.
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Sources
New Towns
Cedar-Riverside

lamalca

Mrs Gloria M Segal, Vice president

Ward Mintz, Director

Cedar-Riverside Associates, Inc
1929 South Fifth Street

lamaica Center Arts Protect
Greater lamaica Development Corporation

Minneapolis, Minn 5.5404

l'ark Forest .South
Lewis Manilow, President

New Community Enterprises
'59 Burr Oak Lane

161-10 Jamaica Avenue

Park Forest South, III 60466

New York, N Y 11432
Columbia
Morton Hoppenfold, Vice President
The Rouse Company
Columbia, Md 2104,3

Jonathan

--t

Reston

Glenn Saunders, Executive Vice President
Gulf-Reston, Inc
Charlet Oaks Court
Reston, Va 120'0

Julius Smith, Executive Vice President
, lonathan Development Corporation
Box 114

Flower Mound
Gary lames
Community Services Staff

Flower Mound New To4n, Ltd
P 0 Box 31705
Dallas, Texas 75231

Chaski, Minn 553114

Riverton
Robert Simon, Chairman
Riverton Properties

Maumelle
Dowell Naylor, Executive Vice President
Maumelle Land Development, Inc
National Investors Life Building, Suite 108
Little Rock, Ark 72201

10 Riverton Was'

West Henrietta, N Y 14;st,

(-4mincia
Paul Brady, President
Gananda Development Corporation
109.South Union Street
Rochester, N Y 14607

Organizations
Stanley S. Madera, Director
Aesthetic Education Program
CEMREL, Iric.
3120 59th Street
St, Louis Mei, 63139

,

Ronald F Caya, Director

Wiloam A Horner, President

Civic Arts

Southwest Iowa Learning Resources Center
401 Reed Street
Red Oak, Iowa ;1566

1445 Civic Drive
Walnut Creek, Calif 94596

v

Allen Sapp, Executive Director

William E. Engbretson, President
Governors State University

Donald A Nance, Director
The Surry Arts Council

American Council for the'Arts in Education

Park Forest South, 111. 60466

P 0 Box 1005

60 East 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 1,0017

Bill N. Lacy, Director
Architecture + Environmental Arts
National Endowment for the Arts
Washington, D.C. 20506

John Hightower, President
Associated Councils of the Arts
1564 Broadway

New York, N Y 10036

Mount Airy, N C .1'030
Thomas Langman, Protect Officer
Office of New Communities Development
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban
Development
Washington, D C. 20410
Professor Richard Loveless, Program Advisor
The New Place, Inc
2811 17th Street
Tampa, Ha 33605

David Lewis
Urban Design Associates
3508 Fifth Avenue
Pittsbuggh, Pa 15213

Thor Petersen, Director
Whitmer Human Resources Center
60 Paikhurst Street
Pontiac, Mich .48058

Reports
Arts and the People: A Survey of Public Attitudes and

.Participation in the kits and Cultuie in New York St
Available from CranfordWood, Inc., 310 East 75th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10021 ($5.00)

Three working papers from The Education in Now Communities
Protect

I. New Towns, New Schoolsrt 19724
Schools for New Towns (1973)

Ill. Legislation Pertaining to New Communities (1973)
The Creative Community: Arts and Scienze Programs for New
and Renewing Communities, prepared by Ralph Burger&
Available from Associated Councils of the Arts,
1564 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10336 (15,00)

Commuriity/Schdlls Sharing the Space and the Action (53.00)
The Greening of the High School (53.00)
Available from En., 477 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
1.
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Photo Sources
' Actors Theatre of Louisville
316.320 West Main Street
Ky 40402

PI'

Community Learning Center
Bradford, Vt 05033

Brooklyn Children's Museum

J. F Kennedy School and Community Center

1530 Bedford Avenue
Brooklyn, N Y 11216

Art Resources Traveler
Office of the Superintendent
of Pubhc Instruction
Springfield, Ill. 62701

215 Chestnut Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 36314

Brookston Elementary School

Baltimore, Md 21.21

MUSE

NeWark Community Center of the Arts
_186 Clinton Avenue
Newark, N.J. ('108

Maryland Institute College of Art.
1300 West Mount R val Avenue

York College

Brookston, Ind 4'923

15(1-14 Jamaica Avenue

Jamaica, N Y 11432

Chapel and Cultural Center
Rensselaer Newman Foundation
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, N Y 12181
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